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1. INTRODUCTION

The primary advantage of optical processing systems is their parallel

processing capability. Typically 103x10 3 analog data points can be processed

simultaneously. Furthermore the optical system has maximum interconnection

capability, allowing each data point from the input plane to be multiplied

with all the 103x10 3 data points stored in the frequency plane of a-conventional

Vander Lugt correlator [1]. This leads to the computation of 1012 analog

multiplications in the time it takes for light to propagate from the input to

the output plane. The extremely high processing power of the optical system

can only be realized in practice if suitable input/output devices exist. Two

dimensional spatial light modulators [2,3] remain the major factor limiting

the speed and the accuracy of the optical processors they are part of. Acousto-

optic devices (AODs) have emerged in recent years as high quality, wideband

(109 Hz) light modulators and consequently they have been extensively used as

the input transducer in I-D optical signal processors [4]. A relative dis-

advantage of AOD's is that they are 1-D light modulators with a linear space

bandwidth product of approximately 103. The typical images that we like to be

able to process optically have at least 102x10 2 pixels (more typically 103x10 3)

and AODs cannot represent an entire image simultaneously. To overcome this

difficulty, only a portion (a line) of an image is entered into the optical

processor at one time and is processed separately. The intermediate results

are temporarily stored on a 2-D optical detector (in the form of photogenerated

charge) and allowed to accumulate on the detector until all the lines of the

input image have been entered and processed. We will show in the next chapter

that 2-0 linear operations can be performed in this manner, If the kernel is

shift invariant or separable in the two coordinates. This processing method

*.* .. . . . . . . . .. .
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is called time and space integrating [5,6,7], since each line of data is

processed by space Integration and the final result is produced by Integrating

in time on the detector. The spatial integrating part of the processor

operates at the very high bandwidth of the acousto-optic device (up to 109Hz)

while the time integrating processor serves as a convenient intermediate storage

and data manager. Data is produced by the space integrating processor at

extremely high rates (typically higher than 1010 analog samples/second). The

time integration compresses this rate to a manageable 107 samples/second and

* in the process a useful signal processing operation is performed.

There are two main factors that we feel make time-and space integrating

attractive. Firstly, since the processing is performed in the time domain there

is increased flexibility (perhaps we can call it programmability) in controlling

the flow of data through the processor and the operations that are being per-

formed. The second, and perhaps most important factor, is the implementation

of these architectures with well developed devices (AODs, laser diodes, CCD

arrays) which can lead to the development of practical (compact,inexpensive and

power/eficient) powerful 2-D optical processors. The state of the art and the

experimental characterization of the devices we use,are presented in Chapter III.

The price that we must pay for the convenience of using the optical detector

as an accumulator is the bias built-up problem that is always associated with

temporal integration. The problem arises because we wish to represent bipolar

signals by photogenerated charges. Since the photogenerated charge is propor-

tional to light intensity, (a positive quantity) a bias is introduced so that

a positive signal on the detector smaller than the bias level can be interpreted

as a negative signal. The bias always diminishes the dynamic range with which

the output can be represented. It is therefore crucial to select the optimum

-*'. * "i.." i ' " l'i ".. . . . t
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mode of operation and minimize the bias built up. This issue and the closely

* related subject of coherent vs. incoherent implementation are addressed in

chapter IV.

We mentioned earlier that any 2-0 linear operation with a separable or

* shift invariant kernel can be implemented with time and space integrating

architectures. In principle then, these processors can be applied to any

problem that requires the computation of such operations. Each problem

* however has its own pecularities and a lot is gained by designing architec-

tures specifically for a given application. During this reporting period we

have considered 2-D correlation [8,9] the calculation of moments [10],

* synthetic aperture radar [11,12] and 2-D spectrum analysis [13). Architectures

for each of these problems and initial experiments are presented in chapter V.

61S
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II. ARCHITECTURES

The TS1 architectures we are Investigating can be described in general

by the block diagram of Figure 1.

"'"RASTER DPTIC 4 INTEGRAT1NG 41INTEGRATIN M

[! SCANNER] IDV]IE Ii PTIAL ROCESSOR i DLEt JR

FxW,) F(x,&hv)

Figure 1. Time and space integrating processing of
2-D signals.

f(x,y) is the 2-D data (usually an image) on which we will perform an arbitary

linear operation:

g(x:y) - Jff(x y) h(x,xyy) dxdy.(

h is the impulse response of the linear operator and g is the output we wish

to produce. The function f(xy) is sampled in the y direction and it is scanned
along the x direction to produce a temporal electronic signal. If f(xy) is an

image, a TV camera performs this function by producing the video signal. The

video signal is applied to an AOD where it generates a travelling acoustic wave

proportional to the video within the acoustic delay of the AOD. The delay is

made to be exactly equal to the duration of one video line. At periodic time

instances the acoustic signal in the AOD corresponds to precisely one raster

line of f(xy). At these instances the AOD is illuminated with a short light

pulse. The light diffracted by the AOD each time the light source is pulsed, Is

spatially modulated by one of the lines of f(x,y). At periodic time instances

I:



the light is spatially modulated by consequitive lines of f(xy). This

modulation scheme can be thought of as spatial modulation of the light with

*) the x variation of the image f(x,y) and temporal light modulation by the y

variation. Each line of f(xy) denoted by f(x,nhy) is processed by a 1-D

multichannel space integrating optical processor whose operation is described

* by the following equation

gn(xy) - Jf(x,nAy) h (xx, nayy) dx. (2)

The output of this optical processor is detected by a 2-D integrating CCD

array on which the results from consequitive lines are accumulated. After N

video lines have been processed and detected, the signal that is accumulated

is given by

A~ A A A

glx,y) - E f(x,nAy) h (x x,nAy,y) dx. (3)
n

This equation is a modified version of Eq. (1), with the integration

over the continuous variable y, replaced by the summation over the discrete

variable nAy.

The development of Eq. (3) suggests the method through which it is in

principle possible to implement 2-D signal processing operations with AOD's.

It does not tell us what linear operations are feasible and the optical

systems that will implement these operations. We spent considerable effort

to determine whether it Is possible to implement the most general 2-D shift

variant kernel, h(x,x,yy). Our conclusion is that there is no efficient

method fur doing so and the reason is simply lack of enough independent

dimensions. The implementation of a general kernel h(x,x,y,y) requires 4

* Independent variables and we have only 3 (2 spatial and time) to work with.

Therefore, our conclusion is that unless we are willing to use wavelength

'1-&-1-- - -- -6-" --- ,I--- - - .
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as a fourth variable, or temporal/spatial multiplexing (solutions we consider

!r
impractical at this point), it is not possible to implement the most general

2-D' linear operation. The two most important 2-D linear operations can be

. * impiemented however: separable and shift-invariant operations.

, If the kernel is separable (h(x,x,y,y) - hl(x,x) h2(y,y)), Eq. (3) takes

the following form.

g(xy) E £ [Jf(x,nAy) h1 I(x,x) dx] h2 (My,y). (4)
n

Thi's type of operation can be implemented with a cascade of 1-0 time and space

iniegrating processors operating in orthogonal spatial dimensions. The orthogo-

nality of the spatial domains of the two processors implies that they operate

independently (they do not have to be coupled, simply interfaced) and therefore

their implementation is relative straightforward. Arbitary space-variant

separable kernels can be implemented with the TSI method. One possible implemen-

tation of a general space-variant separable kernel processor is shown in Figure

2: The input image f(x,y) is applied to AOD1 as a TV video signal. Each line

of'the input image is processed in the x dimension by an astigmatic 1-D space

variant processor (vector-matrix multiplier [14]). This portion of the processor

Implements the integration over x in equation (4) and produces the result in the

foli of a beam modulated spatially In the vertical direction. A second AOD is

placed in the horizontal direction. This AOD modulates the light from the

astigmatic processor by the nth line of the functon h2 (xy) (h2(nAy,y)) at the

inh'tant the nth line of the input function f(x,y) is in the first AOD. The light

diffracted by the second AOD is imaged onto a 2-D CCD which accumulates the

light from all the lines of the input pattern (perform the summation over n in

Eq. (4)). The significance of the architecture in Figure 2 is primarily

t'Moretical because it demonstrates that any linear operation with separable

"..
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kernel can be implemented with the time-space Integrating method. In practice,

if a specific separable kernel is given a simpler and more elegant architecture

can generally be found. Specific architectures for the computation of the 2-D

Fourier transform, the moments of an image and synthetic aperture image formation

have been designed and they are discussed in the applications section of this

report.

The second class of 2-D linear operations that are implementable with the

time-and-space integrating method are those with shift invariant kernels. In

this case,

g(x~y) r f f(x~nty) h (x+^x, n~y~y) dx

= : f f(xnAy) h (x+x,y) d * 6(y+nAy) , (5)

Where * denotes convolution and 6 is the Dirac delta function. The integral

inside the brackets is the I-D correlation of the nth line of f(x,y) with all

the lines of the impulse response function h(x,y).

These 1-D correlations must be shifted along the direction orthogonal to

the direction in which the correlation is performed by a distance equal to nAy.

The 2-D correlation can then be obtained by summation over all the partial

correlations. In a TSI architecture this last summation is performed by the

time integrating detector array. The multichannel I-D correlation can be

performed by multiplying the I-D Fourier transform of each line of the input

function with the transforms of all the lines of the filter function h.

Finally to complete the architecture a shifting mechanism must be incorporated

that will transfer the data in the y direction on the detector before the

summation over n is performed. A very convenient way to accomplish this is

through the use of a CCD camera with which the transfer can be performed

electronically[15]. Our work thus far on TSI architectures for shift invariant



operations has been concentrated on the frequency plane/CCD Implementation.

Detailed descriptions and experimental results are presented in chapter V of

this report. Eq. (5) however suggests a general methodology through which

alternate architectures can be designed. For instance, the i-D multichannel

correlation can be implemented by multiplication in the image plane and use

of the travelling wave nature of the input AOD. Similarly, the shifting in

the y dimension can be performed by an auxillary optical scanner instead of

the electronic scanning that is performed by the CCD.

w
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111. DEVICES

We mentioned earlier that one of the advantages of the TSI architectures

is their implementation with well developed devices. The key components common

to almost all architectures are the pulsed light source, acousto-optic devices,

and CCD detector arrays. A thorough assessment of the state-of-the-art and

experimental characterization of selected devices was carried out during this

reporting period. The devices we used in our experiments are operated in

unconventional modes and therefore they had to be specifically designed for

our application or characterized in the mode in which we operate them. The

limitations that the devices impose on the performance of the systems were

identified and optimum operating modes were selected.

1. Pulsed light source. A pulsed light source is required in the

majority of the TSI architectures. The pulse width requirement is that it is

shorter than the bandwidth of the input signal applied to the AOD. Since AODs

have bandwidths from 20 to 103 MHz, pulse durations in the range 1-50 nseconds

are required. The pulse repetition frequency must be locked to the rate at

which new lines of data are entered into the system. This rate cannot exceed

the inverse of the temporal window of the AOD ( 1-100 Usec) and typically the

PRF is 10-105 Hz. The peak power must be sufficiently high to give an average

power of 10"5_10-3 W. In the majority of the applications the duty cycle of

the pulsed laser is 10-3 and therefore peak powers of 10-10 3 mW are required.

Finally, coherence lengths of .5 to 2 cm are needed in some of the architectures.

Gas lasers operated in the cavity dumped mode can easily satisfy all the stated

requirements. Gas lasers however are very inefficient (.1% typically), large

and expensive (particularly with a cavity dumper). Laser diodes on the other

hand, have diametrically opposite characteristics: 10% power efficiency,

,. .. * .
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small size and cost. Pulses in the nanosecond range with peak powers of 10-10 3

mW W can be readily produced by commerically available laser diodes. In addition

laser diodes can be directly modulated which provides an added convenience in

the design of the optical architecture. Laser diodes however, have some

disadvantages. The lasing wavelength of the most common GaAs/AlGaAs lasers

is around 800 nm. Both CCD detectors and acousto-optic devices work better at

shorter wavelengths. The coherence and temperature stability of these lasers

when operated in the pulsed mode were not known previously. The coherence and

stability of several commerically available lasers was measured. The results

were published in a paper attached as an appendix to this chapter. Our

conclusions have been very positive. Laser diodes that are designed to lase

in a single mode under cw operation, become coherent (single mode) within 1-2

nanoseconds after the onset of the pulse. This sets the lower limit on the

available pulse width to approximately 10 nseconds. The maximum length of the

light pulses is limited to 100 nanoseconds for coherence lengths in the order

of lcm, because the temperature of the laser junction increases expodentially

after the onset of each pulse causing a corresponding shift in the lasing wave-

length. The available range in pulse width (10-100 nanoseconds) for coherent

operation is actually very convenient for our experiments because it allows

processing of signals with bandwidths up to 50 MHz. At the beginning of this

reporting period we felt that pulsed laser diodes would be inadequate as the

source for most of the TSI architectures. Happily, our experience with laser

diodes has shown the opposite to be true. We believe that the suitability

of laser diodes is a crucial factor that can make TSI architectures practical

in the immediate future, because of the low power requirements, size and

cost of these devices.

r-..~* . 2 C t . - - - - - - -
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2. Acousto-optic device. The ADD serves as the real time input

transducer that brings the data to be processed into the TSI architectures.

The primary motivation for investigating these architectures is the excellent

light modulation properities of AOD's (bandwidth, linearity, optical quality,

efficiency). A device was designed and manufactured specifically for the TSI

architectures. The custom design was dictated by several considerations. The

bandwidth of the signals we are processing in most of the applications is limited

to 5-20 MHz. For instance the standard video signal from a TV camera has a

bandwidth in this range. Consequently, in order to obtain a linear space

bandwidth product in the order of 103. a long acoustic delay is required.

For instance, a standard video line is 63 useconds long. The maximum useable

delay that an ADD can have is determined by the length of quality crystal that

can be grown, the acoustic velocity and the acoustic attenuation. The best

available material is TeO2 because of its slow (shear wave) acoustic velocity

and availability of long crystals. The acoustic attenuation is relatively 4

high in Teo2, but it permits up to 100 visec devices for relatively low band-

widths. The device we are working with has 70 psec delay and 30 MHz ldB band-

width, at X - 820 nm. A second consideration that was crucial in designing

this device was the quality of the Schlieren image, particularly since in all

the TSI architectures the light diffracted by the ADD is expanded in the

direction orthogonal to the acoustic wave. The Schlieren image can be severely

distorted due to acoustic diffraction which places nulls in the diffracted image.

A diamond transducer design advanced by Dr. Peter Kellman [16] was chosen that

smoothes out the acoustic diffraction pattern. The specifications and the

results of the characterization of the ADD are presented in appendix IIIb of

this chapter. Our conclusion from the investigation of AOD's is that, as
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expected.they do not impose any major limitations on the performance of the

TSI architectures. The accuracy, bandwidth and processing power of these

processors are limited by other components in the system, primarily the

detector. This is in contrast to conventional 2-D optical processors where

the real time 2-D spatial light modulator is the major source of performance

degradation.

3. CCD detector arrays. 2-D CCD arrays are used in the TSI architectures

as the optical detector. In addition, the unique capability of CCDs to transfer

photogenerated charge along one of the dimensions of the array proves to be

very useful in the synthesis of the most powerful TSJ architectures. Therefore

investigation of the CCD's had a two-fold purpose; determination of the

limitations imposed by the CCD on overal system performance and identification

of the optimum CCD structures for the shift-and-add (or TDI) mode of operation.

Our investigation and experiments were based exclusicely on commerically

*) available CCD's. Very substantial Improvements In performance can be realized

with devices specifically designed for this application, but the cost of a

custom CCD array proved prohibitive.

Imaging CCD's have been studied and characterized extensively previously [17,

18]. In what follows we will stress the parameters of the CCD that directly affect

the performance of the TSI architectures and report the results from our

experiments with these devices. At present the CCD imposes the major limitation

in the accuracy, bandwidth and processing power (space-bandwidth product) of

TSI architectures. The accuracy is essentially determined by the linear

dynamic range of the CCD. The dynamic range is determined by the following

equation.

Ns - N d
* D.R. I Nd (6)

where is Is the number of photogenerated electrons that will cause a pixel of

0 the CCD to saturate, Nd is the average number of thermally generated (dark)

. . . . . .
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electrons that accumulate in one pixel during each integration period and N
'" n

is the number of noise electrons (standard deviation). Ns is limited by

geometric factors and the potentials at which the CCD is operated. It is

'  crucial to keep Ns well below full saturation, to avoid non-linearities but

more importantly to avoid blooming (charge spilling over to adjacent pixels)

which degrades resolution. We have experimented with CCDs manufactured by

RCA and Fairchild and in both instances we have found that we can comfortably

5work with Ns = 10 electrons. Ns could be conceivably increased, by perhaps

an order of magnitude, by incorporating anti-blooming mechanisms in the

device and increasing the size of the potential well. The dark current, Nd,

is of course a strong function of temperature. We have found that at room

temperature Nd a Ns/2 for an integration period equal to one second. Nd decreases

linearly with decreasing integration time until the plateau of the dark current

from the read-out electronics is reached. The dark current can be eliminated

almost entirely by cooling the device. Several sources contribute to the total

number of noise electrons; shot noise due to the signal and the dark current,

.-" read-out (thermal) noise, clock feedthrough,off-chip amplifier noise, fixed

pattern noise (the variation of dark current, from pixel to pixel). We measure

Nn to be equal to 150 electrons for 1 second integration time. In this case

the dynamic range of the RCA device is measured to have 400:1 dynamic range.

* At shorter integration times the dynamic range is expected to increase because

-" of the dark current decreases linearly with the read-out-rate, whereas the noise

increases proportionally to the square root of the read out rate. At present,

however, our noise floor is limited by clock feedthrough (the clock waveforms

that are applied to the CCD to cause the charge transfer are picked up on the

*i video line) and at shorter integration times the dynamic range does not improve.

.. An improved design of the high frequency electronics that isolates the clock

circuits from the video lines is expected to improve the dynamic range to more

than 103:1 at room temperatures. Furthermore, cooling the device will further
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reduce the noise in addition to the dark current. Finally, the fixed pattern

noise is eliminated along one of the dimensions of the CCD when it is operated

in the shift-and-add mode. We expect that we will be able to observe a dynamic

range well over 103:1 (compared to the present 400:1) and is feasible to obtain

104:1 with present CCD technology. For large 2-D CCD arrays, a substantial

improvement beyond that will come only with advances in the state-of-the art

of CCD technology. With the present dynamic range of the CCD, the effects of

AD nonlinearities and spatial non-uniformities are not detectable, in most

instances and the system accuracy is essentially limited by the CCD.

The speed at which charges can be transferred on the CCD and also read-out

sets the limit on the through put of the optical processor. We should stress
S

here the distinction between bandwidth and throughput. The bandwidth is limited

by the AOD and it can be as high as several hundred MHz. If the results of the

optical computations cannot be read-out at this rate then we must either reduce

the input bandwidth or cease entering data periodically to allow the CCD to catch up.

In this case the throughput is smaller than the bandwidth. This situation typically

arises in radar processing (see chapter V) where signals with very large band-

widths can be processed, but since the pulse repetition frequency of radars is

typically several KHz, the CCD is read out very slowly. In general however, the

CCD imposes a speed limitation well below what state-of-the-art AOD's can provide.

The CCD bandwidth is fundamentally limited by the time it takes for a charge

packet to be transferred from one pixel to the next. This depends on factors

such as the mobility of charge carriers, the voltage levels at which the CCD

is operated and the center-to-center separation between pixels. In practice,

when we work with commerically available CCD's, the speed can be limited by the

bandwidth of the on-chip amplifier and the off-chip driving and read-out electronics.
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Particularly for large 2-D arrays it becomes quite an engineering challenge to

build fast driver circuits that can switch faster than 100 nsec (1OHz). We have

driven CCD's in the shift-and-add mode with our circuits, at rates up to 1OMHz.

This rate is sufficient for the majority of our experiments (e.g. 512x512 images

can be processed at 30 frames per second). For high speed applications it will

not be possible to increase the lOMHz rate substantially without a custom CCD.

The speed limitations arise because of the bottleneck formed by the read-out

register, as shown in Figure 3a. All the columns of the device feed into a

single horizontal CCD. If the horizontal register is clocked every 100 nsec, then

the vertical registers cannot be clocked faster than every NxlOO nsec, where N

is the number of columns in the CCD. CCD's however can be fabricated with multiple

read-out stages as shown in Figure 3b. For instance a device with 10 parallel

* read-out channels can be read-out at 300 frames per second with present CCD

technology. Furthermore, GaAs CCD technology allows bandwidths of 108-109 Hz.

*: This technology is still at the research and development stage, but it now appears

that we are near the threshold of having system grade and probably commerically

available devices. In conclusion, the CCD imposes at present the limitations in

speed on the TSI architectures. The limitation however is not fundamental and

we can safely expect to overcome it as CCD technology advances in the coming years.

TSI architectures operating at 108-109 Hz rates (102_103 frames/second for image

processing) are feasible.

The size of commerically available CCD cameras is typically around 10 pixels,

arranged in various formats. We have worked primarily with the RCA device which

has 512 pixels in the shifting dimension and 320 pixels in the other dimension.

L Larger CCD's have been fabricated. For instance an 80OxB00 device has been built

by Texas Instruments for use in the Space Telescope and the Galielo mission, for

I,
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READ-OUT REGISTER

B) CCD ARRAY WITH MULTIPLE
(PARALLEL) READ-OUT PORTS.
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NASA. The same company plans to produce a commerical device with over 103x10 3

pixels in the next few years. The spbce-bandwidth product of AOD's and the optical

" system is typically 103x10 3 . Therefore current devices places the limit on the

resolution of the overall system, but it is expected that this will be overcome

in the near future as larger arrays become available.

Most commerically available CCDs are constructed in one of two architectures:

-I frame transfer or line transfer. In the frame transfer devices, the CCD potential

wells are themselves photosensitive. For instance, in a three stage CCD, the

first stage of each pixel is held at a high potential during exposure and the

photogenerated charge accumulates there. In the Imaging mode, the entire charge,

stored in the array is clocked out after each exposure. In the TDI mode the

charge is transferred by only three stages, (one pixel) after each exposure.

Therefore a relatively minor adjustment in the timing circuits is required to

convert frame transfer devices to TDI operation. The RCA device with which we did

the majority of our experiments Is a frame transfer device and a variety of

experimental results with this device are reported in Chapter V. The structure

of line transfer devices, shown in Figure 4, is considerably more complex.

Light is detected by an array of photodiodes and the photogenerated charge is

transferred to an adjacent CCD through a single gate. Such devices can be

operated in the TDI mode in one of two ways. The gate can be held open continu-

oi'sly allowing the photogenerated charge to flow from each photodetector to the

corresponding pixel of the CCD during exposure. Alternatively, the gate can

opened periodically only after each exposure. We have experimented with both

methods, with the second giving slightly better results in terms of dynamic

range. Line transfer devices, in addition to being more complicated to operate

In the TDI mode pose another, more fundamental problem. As the charge accumulates

"- ..-. . , - . . .* . . *. . .- . -. i, . .. * , - . i i-.. - -. .- . . --
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in each pixel of the CCD, we are trying to transfer new photogenerated charge

from the detectors into the partially filled CCD well. The efficiency of charge

transfer therefore decreases and the result is a reduction in dynamic range

and resolution. The reasons we experimented with line transfer devices is

because they are more readily available and in various array sizes (primarily

through Fairchild). For instance, all the available 1-D CCDs are line transfer

devices. Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of a simple experiment we performed with the

1-D Fairchild CCD operating in the TDI mode. An input pattern consisting of two

horizontal slits was detected with a TV camera and the video signal from the camera

was heterodyned to 50 MHz (the center frequency of the Acousto-optic device) and

applied to the AOD. The Sync signal from the TV was used to trigger the pulsed

laser diode to produce a light pulse every time a video line was present in the

AOD. The light diffracted by the AOD illuminated a mask consisting of two slits

also and the mask was imaged onto the CCD array. The CCD was operated in the

shift-and-add mode in synchronism with the video signal from the TV camera. The

output signal from the CCD is the correlation of the double slits in the input

pattern and the mask placed in the optical system. The signal in Figure 6a was

obtained by blocking one of the slits in the input pattern and obtaining the

correlation between the single remaining slit and the double slit of the mask.

This is in effect an image of the mask. Similarly in Figure 6b an image of the

Input pattern is shown by blocking one of the slits in the mask. In Figure 6c

the signal obtained with all slits open is shown and the correlation between the

signals in Figures 6a and 6b is obtained. Some of the experiments reported in

Chapter V also use this type of CCD.

We conclude this chapter by noting that the performance of the TSI architec-

ures is limited primarily by the CCD detector. The majority of these limitations
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Figure 6. (a) Input pattern

(b) Image of the mask

(c) correlation of input and mask
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(speed, space bandwidth product) are not fundamental to the technology of CCD's,

but rather a consequence of the fact that existing commerical devices are intended

for TV camera applications and they can be overcome by a custom designed device

using current technology. The dynamic range of the present devices (103:1) is

* adequate for some applications (e.g. pattern recognition) but a dynamic range of

104:1 is required for others (e.g. SAR). It is also the one characteristic of

CCDs that will require advances in the state of the art of the technology to provide

* an improvement of more than one order of magnitude (>10 4:1). The dynamic range

issue is particularly important in TSI architectures because a portion of the

dynamic range is typically Allocated to a bias term, so that bipolar signals can

*be represented. Issues relevant to dynamic range are addressed in the next chapter.

0
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Appendix ll

COHERENCE PROPERTIES OF PULSED LASER DIODES

0

Michael Haney and Dematri Psaltis

California Institute of Technology
Department of Electrical Engineering

Pasadena, CA 91125

ABSTRACT pulse to pulse In th. coherence properties of the
light source. The coherence requirement is based on

Laser Diodes are becoming increasingly the fact that the interferometric detection scheme
attractive for application to time integrating used in the CCD/A-0 optical computers will have
and systolic optical computing architectures OPDs of as much as 2 millimete-s. The prime
where large bandwidths and coherent processing are candidates for the light source of these processors
required. This paper reports the results of a are single longitudinal mode LDs which have cw
study to determine the interferometric perfor- coherence lengths of many centimeters and also
mance of laser diodes when used in a pulsed mode have the required output power and bandwidth.
and where the interference effects of many While the cw coherence length of single mode LDs is
sequential pulses are integrated temporally, known to be adequate, the pulsed coherence proper-
The results indicate tat fringe visibility is ties of these devices is not thoroughly understood.
high for as many as 10 integraged pulses if the At issue is the "coherence time" of the LD. i.e.
OPD In the processor is less than 5 = and the the time after the onset of laser oscillation in
laser pulse width is less than 50 nsec. which the LD changes from its initial multi-mode

oscillation to single mode. Also of interest is
the stability of the mode in which the laser is
emitting over the duration of the pulse. Lastly,

INTRODUCTION since the light from many LD pulses is to be
temporally integrated, the pulse-to-pulse coher-

The continual rise in the quality of per- ence properties of the device must be understood.
formance and affordability of commercially An Interferometric experiment was devised
available Laser Diodes (LD) has made them viable t characterize the pulsed coherence properties of
for use in many types of optical computers. The sg longtdie the Ls heresultsoperthsch
attractive features of LDs include: Their small single longitudinal mode Ls, the results of whichS size and relative ruggedness, their high efi- are reported in this paper. Tw commercially
siec and reatie rugedes.ti pr hhefu - available LDs were evaluated, the Hitachi HLP-1600ciency and hence low electrical power require- and the Mitsubishi ML-3001. In the evaluation wements, their ability to be modulated directly
with large bandwidths. and, in the case of concentrated on the HLP-1600 because, due to
single longitudinal mode LDs, their large coher- Its higher peak power capability, it was more
ence lengths. These features make LOs applicable applicable to the CCD/A-0 architecture. The HLP-
to many time integrating and systolic architec- 1600 is capable of peak output power of 15 mW while
tures, some of which employ coherent processing the ML-3001 is limited to 3 mW.
techniques that impose stringent requirements
on the light source. In particular, the CCD/AO A description of the pulsed coherence measure-
optical computers now being developed at Caltech ment experiment is €ontained in section 2 of this
for image processing and radar imaging applica- paper. The experimental results are presented in
tions El,2J require a light source with a band- section 3 with the interferometric performance
width of 1 GHz and peak output power of at least tradeoffs In pulse width, amplitude and LD biasing
10 milliwetts. The light source is to be pulsed presented. Section 4 of this report is a discus-
In synchronism with a master clock with pulse sion of the results in which a brief analysis is
widths of 10-100 nanoseconds. Furthermore given.
the time-integrating and interferometric detec- EXPERIMENT
tiOn employed in the CCD/A-O processors Impose
the need for a high degree of uniformity from The LD pulsed coherence measurement set-up is
; Mr. Honey is with generl Dynamics Corp., shown schematically in Figure 1. The heart of the
Pomona, CA and Is currently attending Caltech on experiment is a Michelson Interferometer consist-
a corporate sponsored PhD fellowship ing of mirrors Ml and M12 and the beam splitter 81.
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Mirror 11 is mounted on a micrometer stage to pulses In order to measure the pulse-to
allow variations in OPD from 0 to 5 cm. Mirror pulse coherence of the LD. When

, N2 is mounted on a piezoelectrical translator, data is being taken with the PDA the two output
The translator is capable of being driven at beams of the interferometer are made to be slightly
frequencies of up to 5 KHz with the amplitude misaligned along the dimension of the PDA by tilt-
of translators varying by + /12. Nodulation of ing mirror MI. This causes a linear fringe pattern
the OPD in this manner Is a convenient method on the array with a spatial frequency determined
for measuring fringe depth at the output of the by the angle between the output beams. The fringe
interferometer. The Laser drive electronics visibility of the light integrated on the array is
consist of a current pulser with a dc biasing thus a measure of the uniformity of the coherence
capability and a rise/fall time of 7 nanoseconds. over many pulses. The integration time of the PDA
Figure 2 is an oscilloscope trace of a typical Is variable to allow for the integration of 200
LD drive pulse. 10.000 pulses. The interferometric detection on I

the PDA Is analogous to that in the CCD/A-0
processors In which the LD Is used. In this

.. :-:L application approximately 500 light pulses are

The output from the detectors is displayed
on an oscilloscope for analysis. A 1 GHz band-

)- width storage oscilloscope is used to accomodate
the high speed of the APD.

The coherence time is estimated by mwasuring
the time from the beginning of detectable light
intensity to the time of maximum fringe visibility.

Figure 2. This Is accomplished by modulating the APO with
Mirror K2 by IX/2 at a high rate (% 1 KHz) with 4

The output of the interferometer is detected the piezoelectric translator so that the response
by both a high-speed avalanche photodiode (APD) to many individual pulses will appear simultaneous-
and an integrating photodiode linear array (PDA). ly on the screen of the oscilloscope due to the
kam splitter 52 permits simultaneous data collec- persistence of the screen's phosphor. Therefore
tion with the two types of detectors. Both of the the trace is "smeared" because all possible
detectors employ Integrating lenses to increase relative phases of the interferring beams would be
the level of the detected light. The APD that detected as different Intensity amplitudes. How-
ma used is capable of measuring rise times of ever, during the start.up period of the pulse.
Individual light pulses that are less than 1 nano- when the light Is Incoherent.the smearing does not
second with a sensitivity of 1 MV/u. The POA occur and thus the trace of many pulses appears as
temporally Integrates the light of many-sequential a single line. The coherence time is approxi-
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mately the difference between the time light is depth when the integration of many such pulses
first detected as a single trace and the time of occurs. The third effect encountered in this study
maximum smearing of the light intensity due to Is the occasional occurance of a rapid (much less
interference, than 1 nanosecond) mode hop during the period of a

Single pulse leading to a possible step disconti-
The Intra-pulse stability of the losing mode nuity (depending on the OPD) in the measured

Is measured by studying the trace of the output of intensity of the interfering beams within the
the APD for a single pulse of light from the In- period of a single pulse. The magnitude of this
terferometer. The amplitude of the light as a step Is directly related to the OPD of the system.
function of time is determined by the relative The details of the measurements of these three
phase of the two Interfering beams. If the beams effects are presented In the following paragraphs.
are in phase maximum intensity will be detected;
if the beams are 180 degrees out of phase, minimum Figure 3 shows the leading edge Interfero-
Intensity will be detected. At a given OPD this metric activity of the laser diode. The data in
relative phase will change In a predictable manner figure 3 are oscilloscope traces of the output of
with lasing wavelength. The ramifications of the the APD In which many interferometer output pulses
Intra-pulse stability of the lasing mode will also are displayed simultaneously. The OPD for the
be measurable on the output of the PDA as a change multiple pulses in each trace are all different,
in the fringe visibility of the interference
pattern of the many integrated pulses.

The Inter-pulse stability of the laser is
determined by observing the time history (i.e.
relative phase of the two beams) of many light
pulses with the APD. The fringe pattern displayed
on the PDA is also influenced profoundly by the
inter-pulse stability of the lasing mode.

Figure 3a

The primary variables in this experiment
are the OPO of the interferometer, the pulse width
of the light pulses, the peak output power of the
laser diode, and the biasing conditions of the
LD. All of these variables will have a strong
influence on the fringe visibility that would be Figure 3b
achievable In an optical computer employing a
pulsed LD. leading to the smeared appearance in the trace.

RESULTS This effect is caused by the modulation of the
position of Mirror M2 by t A/2 and using the per-

The overall result of this study is that sistance of the oscilloscope screen as described

pulsed LD's become coherent (i.e, single mode) in Section II. The top of the envelopes in the

very rapidly after the onset of laser oscillation traces of Figures 3a and 3 b correspond to the

(within about 1 nanosecond), but that the inter- intensity measured for maximum constructive inter-

ferometer performance of a processor employing ference, while the bottom of the envelope corre-

laser diodes in this mode can be limited by three spones to total destructive interference. In

distinct effects. These effects occur when the Figure 3a the first 11 nanoseconds of a 50 nano-

OPD is nonzero second pulse are shown for the case of zero OPD.

and are related to the electrical opera- The rippling in the maximum light level is due to

ting conditions and/or the rise in temperature of slight impedance mismatchs In the electronic drive

the junction area of the laser during the pulse. circuitry and also possibly to relaxation

The first effect observed is the continuous and oscillations in the laser diode. The time scale

oscillatory variation in the intensity of the in Figure 3a Is 2ns/dlv and thus it is obvious

Inerfering beams during a single pulse due to a that the laser is fully coherent within about 1
continuous shift In the lasing wavelength. This nanosecond from the start of measurable light
effect s caused by a shift n the index of intensity. The first 8 nanoseconds of a 9D nano-

refraction of the Junction area In the laser with second pulse for the case of OPD - 1 cm is shown

temperature. The second effect that was observed In Figure 3b, with a time scale of 1 ns/div.
Is that, although each laser pulse becomes single The coherence time of this pulse can be seen to be
mode rapidly, the actual longitudinal mode on the order of 1.S nanoseconds. Both cases shown

selected by the laser In which to oscillate, may in Figure 3 correspond to approximately 15 mW peak
be different from pulse to pulse (i.e. the laser output power with no dc bias current used. Pre-
selects one of two adjacent Fabry-Perot cavity biasing the laser to a dc level at the threshold

modes) leading to a possible reduction in fringe current of the laser reduced the coherence time
slightly from the case of no bias but accurate

ia
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measureme-ts of the effect are of 15 and 8 milliwatts respectively, with no dc
difficult because of the short (sub nanosecond) biasing. The fewer odulation cycles In Figure

time scales involved. The final Interesting Sb indicate less change in temperature after

feature of the data in Figure 3 Is that the pulse 2 usec. Figure Sc and Sd show the effect of
rise times are on the order of 1 nanosecond biasing the laser at Its threshold current level
despite the fact that the current drive pulse has before application of the current pulse for 15 and
a risetime of about 7 nanoseconds (see Figure 2.) G millivatts laser output power respectively. The

" This effect is probably due, at least in part, to dramatic reduction In the number of cycles
the finite time delay before the start of laser Indicates that pre-basing raises the temperature
oscillation while the injected carrier concen-
tration builds up in the depletion region of the
laser diode.

The effect on the interferometric perfor-
mance of a continuous shift in the lasing wave- 41
length is shown In Figure 4. Figure 4 consists of I
2 oscilloscope traces of the output of the APD for
a single laser pulse. The effect of the contin-
uously shifting wavelength is a change In the
relative phase of the Interfering beams and thus a
mdulaion of the intensity that s detected within
the pulse. Shown in Figure 4 are two 800 nano-
second pulses, one at OPD-2 cm and the other at a
OPD - 4 cm. The number of cycles present in the
intensity modulation during the pulse is propor-
tional to the OPD and therefore Figure 4a shows T 7.

twice as many cycles as Figure 4b.

s- V ... 'rat.e

,. "r 4° J

b

Figure 4b.

The phase of the ite~nsity modulation is directly
proportional to the change inl junction temperature!
and thus each cycle of modulation corresponds to a I
fixed AT In the junction for a given OPO. It is S

further noted that the frequency of the intensity
modulation is highest in the early part of the
pulse indicating that the temperature rise is most

' " rapid at the beginning of the pulse. -

The effects of pr-biasing and peak .~
are shown in Fi|gure S. All the pulses nFigur

have a pulse width of 2usec. And were taken
t n OPD of 4 €. Figures Saend 6b show thed
iterfoete~r output for laser peak output powr

Figure 5
.1:
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same In the Interferometer for adjacent modes.
The examples In Figure 7 illustrate a severe case

S15 NW,0 bias in which the OPD was chosen to show large phase
differences in the interference of adjacent
longitudinal modes. This intermode Instability

7 awe was found to be a strong function of peak power
and the choice of operating point for the laser.

15 W. 50 mA bias At output power levels of 1/2 maximum the Inter.
mode stability was found to be 119S%

7 , , So, bL
4.S 1.0 1.5 2.0 f

time ,isec

Figure 6.

of the laser such that the change in temperature
during the application of the pulse Is less than a
with no biasing. The data of Figure 5 is plotted
in Figure 6 where the phase of the amplitude
modulation Is used as a measure of Junction
temperature change with time. The data clearly
show an exponential nature of the temperature
rise with time constants that are on the order
of several hundred nanoseconds. It should be
noted that the data shown In Figures 4 and 5
indicate that these pulses would be useless for
Interferometric detection purposes due to the
variation from constructive to destructive
Interference within a single pulse. For the b
much shorter pulse widths and OPDs to be used in
the CCD/A-0 processors, only fractions of a f..
cycle of Intensity modulation will occur during ilk
a pulse rendering it still useful for inter-
feromtric purposes. The effect of this phenom-
anon on the fringe depth for the integration of

* many pulses is discussed at the end of this
section.

The effect of sequential laser pulses
oscillating in different longitudinal modes Is €
shown in the oscilloscope traces of Figure 7.
All three traces In Figure 7 are of the APD out- Figure 7.
put with a large time scale to show a series of

• pulses. In Figures 7b and 7c(which have dif- The third phenomenon that was found to affect
ferent time scales)the OPD was modulated by ± 1/2 the interference properties of the laser diode is
at a frequency of 1 1Hz to show the achievable a sudden switch in mode within the period of the
degree of interference. ?he rate of the laser pulse. Figure 8 Illustrates the effect of this
pulses is 20 KHz and a short pulse width on the detected intensity of the interfering
(% SO nsec) and OPD were used to minimize the beams. At the given OPD, the change in mode
effects of the the inter-pulse wavelength during the pulse resulted in a step change of
changes. The OPD for this data Is approximately approximately 180 degrees in the phase of the
I ma. The observed effect of this type of intensity modulation. The frequency of mode
multimode behavior is different measured Inter- hopping was found to be a strong function of
ferometric amplitudes of laser pulses that are pulse width and electrical operating point and is
oscillating in different modes. The amplitude reduced to an insignificant level by using
difference is a manifestation of the different shorter pulses, dc biasing, and output power of
relative phases of the Interfering beams. This approximately 1/2 maximum.
phase difference is a function of the intermode
spacing of the laser cavity and the OPD. At Evaluation of the effects of the three types
certain discrete OPD's (for this laser this of mode instabilities described above on time
spacing is Integral multiples of 2.42 mm) the Integration interferometry was accomplished by
relative phases of the Interfering beams are the studying the output of the PDA. The effects of

S0
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Intra-pulse mode hopping avid inter-pulse mode 100 eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
changes were reduced to an insignificant level as
described above, leaving only the continuous shift
in lasing wavelength with temperature as the
dominant factor affecting the interferometric per- 6
formance. Figure 9 Is an oscilloscope trace of S5
the PDA output. The fringe frequency shownI ns.-
represents a spatial frequency of about 2 lines/mm rsec
on the array. The trace shown represents the

25 F -. "0
1 . .-, 0 nse 4

% - PROW |p.w.u200 nsec

Figure 8. S 10 15OPDIm

time integrated interferometric response of
approximately 10.000 individual laser pulses over Figure 10.
a period of 50 milliseconds. The data shown was
taken at zero OPD and thus -represents the largest DISCUSSION
attainable fringe depth. The actual fringe depth
achieved Is not 100% because of several non-
idealities of the system. First, the PDA has For a single longitudinal mode laser diode
dark noise which contributed to the bias.. Second the lasing wavelength is determined by the length
the very short multimode portion at the beginning and index of refraction of the laser cavity. The

of each pulse will add incoherently to result In laser wil] oscillate In one of the Fabry-Periot

a contribution to the bias. Lastly, nonidealities modes[3,4 of the cavity given by the following
in the measurement set-up, such as misalignment of condition:

the integrating lens and signal spreading on the q - nL (1)
array could lead to bias contributions. i

As OPD is increased the fringe visibility where A is the wavelength. L is the length of the
decreases due to increased variations In the cavity, n is the index of refraction and q is an
amplitude of the interfering beams with increasing integer. The change in wavelength with temperature
temperature during the pulse. In addition, longer is then given by
pulses will have more variation intensity over the
length of the pulse which tends to "wash out" the dX 2 2 ndtL dnl (2)
fringe pattern. The effect of OPD and pulse 1dT " JIT n,
width on fringe visibility is plotted in Figure
10. This data can be used to define a maximum For the ILP-1600, which is double hetero-
pulse width than can be used for a given OPD. structure BaAlAs device. L - 300 iu. n 3.5, and

the lasing wavelength is approximately .83 in.
The value of A' for the HLP-1600 is approximately

.06 nm/IK[5J.The change in Index of refraction
with temperature is the dominant factor in A'.

The amplitude of the intensity of the inter-
fering beams Is proportional to the phase dif-
erence At of the waves:

a 4 (OPD) (3)

The change in phase difference with changing X is
then given by

.L 2w (OPD) (4)

Figure 9.

-. . . . .. ~~- . 7. . . ...
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Finally we can use equations (2) and (4) to
determine how the temperature change will affect
the measured phase difference in the interforometer:S

The transient behavior for the rise In
Junction temperature during the beginning of laser
oscillation has been modeled as follows [6]

SAT(t) -ATO (1 - t

where ATO Is the asymptotic value of the Junction

temperature changer tIs the thermal time constant
which is determined by the thermal resistance and
capacitance of the Junction. The thermal time
constant, i Is typically several hundred nano-
seconds. The model closely follows the measured
data shown in Figure 6.

The overriding conclusion that are
drawn from the results of this study is that the
coherence properties of pulsed laser diodes are
influenced predominantly by the transient rise In

* Junction temperature during the time period of the
pulse. These thermal effects limit the useful
pulse width for coherent processing to a maximum
of approximately 50 nsec for an OPD of 5 am. The
minimum pulse width Is limited by the coherence
time constant of the laser diode which is found to
be 1-2 nsec. Inter-pulse and intra-pulse mode
hopping will also affect the coherence properties

* but can be made neglible by a proper choice of
electrical operating conditions. An important
operating condition that should be employed Is a
dc bias at the threshold current level of the
laser diode. The laser diode was shown to have
very consistent coherence properties for thousands
of sequential pulses and thus Is suitable as the
light source of the CCD/A-O processors.
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* DATA ON TeO2 ACOUSO-OPTIC DEVICE
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IV. DYNAMIC RANGE ISSUES

In the previous chapter we concluded that the dominant factor limiting the

performance of TSI architectures is the CCD detector. Essentially all 2-D optical

processors require a 2-D detector at the output and CCD cameras have proven to be

the best device for this purpose. The speed and space-bandwidth product of optical

architectures that use 2-D spatial light modulations are typically limited by the

input device. For instance, 2-D SLMS can be typically adIressed at 30 frames/

seconds. If a 2-D CCD is constructed with multiple read-out registers, allowing

the data to be read-out at 300 frames/second, this speed can not be realized with

a conventional architecture. A TSI architecture however can operate at this late

rate because the AOD that Is used as the input transducer can be fabricated with

up to GHz bandwidth (corresponding to over a thousand frames per second). There-

fore, the speed and the space-bandwidth of a TSI architecture are improved to the

detector limit. The dynamic range of a 2-D space-integrating optical processor

is determined by the dynamic range of the detector as well as the linearity of

the input 2-D SLM. The relative Importance between these two factors in determing

the dynamic range of the overall processor depends on the application. In general,

in applications where the signal-to-noise ratio at the input is small, the non-

linearity of the input device becomes the dominant factor. The opposite is true

for high SNR applications. In a TSI architecture the linear dynamic range of the

AOD is so high (104-105), that the dynamic range of the processor is determined

solely at the detector in almost all cases. The time integration that is per-

formed on the detector in all TSI architectures, results in bias built-up which

reduces the dynamic range available to the signal. The bias built-up arises in

time integrating processors because of the need to represent bipolar functions

by photogenerated charge, which is proportional to light intensity, a positive

• o.
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quantity. We denote by DR and DR' the dynamic range of the CCD and the overall

system, respectively. Then.

DR" DR ( )

* where SBR is the ratio of the maximum value of the output signal to the bias. DR"

is maximized as the CCD dynamic range DR, and SBR are made as large as possible. In

the previous chapter we reported that in our present experiments DR = 103:1 and

* we expect to be able to improve that by an order of magnitude by redesigning

the CCD electronics. The maximum attainable value of the SBR is unity, in which

case DR' = DR/2. If the SBR Is very low however, DR' = (DR) (SBR). For instance

* If SBR - 10-2, then the dynamic range of the system will be a dismal 10:1, assuming

DR - 103. It is therefore very crucial to design the system properly, so that SBR is

maximized. The first consideration is whether to employ a coherent or an incoherent

* architecture. All the admissible 2-D processing operations can be implemented with

both coherent or incoherent TSI architectures.

Incoherent systems are immune to coherent noise (speckle, undesirable

interference effects) and therefore they can be constructed without the need of

high quality optical components. The information however in an incoherent

processor modulates the light intensity and bipolar numbers cannot be directly

represented. A bias is added at the input stage of an incoherent system to allow

bipolar signal representation throughout the processor. Let s(x,y) be a 2-D

bipolar signal we wish to process and n(x.y) be an additive interference. The

precise nature of n(x,y) depends on the application; It can be additive noise or

a deterministic interference signal. Throughout the following analysis we will

work with normalized (unitless) signals. This presents no problems since we are

interested in the relative strengths between signals (SBR) and not their absolute

values. For convenience we also take the maximum value of the signal to

r , . .. , - .. .- :a - ,. , a -A ,, ..-'K . . -. * V.. . . . . . - - - .. . -.. - .- .' . - .
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always be unity and define the strength of all remaining terms relative to the

signal. We define

K - max {s(x.y))
max tn(x,y) (7)

The input signal, f(x,y), to the incoherent processor is given by

1 k Ff(x~y) - +1 s(x.y) + nix.y) • (B)

and we have normalized both f(x,y) and s(x,y). The TSI architecture performs

a 2-D linear operation on f(x,y), with a bipolar kernel h(x,x,y,y) (Eq. 1).

g(xy) (x.y) + h(xxyy) dxdy

+ xyk+l) ffs(xy) h(x,xy,y) dxdy

+4(k+lqjjn(x..y) h(x,x,y,y)dxdy. (9)

We have assumed in the above equation that the functions s, n and h have zero

mean and g is also normalized. The output g, consists of three additive terms.

The first term is a constant bias. The second is the desired signal term which

can attain a maximum value 4

The third term is the interference filtering through to the output plane. In

general, this term can vary with x and y and attain a maximum value (1/k) -

1
4(k+l) . In all the applications we are considering however, the interference

is suppressed relative to the signal by the 2-D linear operation. We denote this

processing gain by PG. The interference term then acts as additional bias with

I
strength 4(k+l)PG. The SBR in the incoherent case is equal to

SBR - " • * (10)
k+l.
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k
In most cases PG >1 and SBR I " If k >A (signal much stronger than

the interference) then SBR a 1, which Is the maximum value that can attained. However

if k <1, SBR a k and from Eq. 6,DR'-DR-k. In many applications (e.g. SAR) this

represents a disastrous loss in system dynamic range. Therefore incoherent TSI

implementations are suitable only for cases where k >>I. In pattern recognition

applications the input SNR is often sufficiently high to allow incoherent

implementation. In most problems however the coherent implementation proves

preferable. In coherent systems the amplitude of the light is modulated and that

allows bipolar signals to be directly represented. The space integrating portion

of the processing is performed without the need for a bias. The bias is introduced

interferometrically at the detector stage, after the space integration has been

performed. The processing gain that is realized in the space integrating portion

of the system along with added flexibility in setting the bias level, result in

a drastically reduced SBR as we will show presently. The input to the coherent

processor is simply

f(x,y) - s(x.y) + n(x,y). (11)

The output of the space integrating portion of the processor is

g (X.y.y) f s(xy) h(x,x,y,y)dx

+ fJn(x~y) h(x,x,yy)dx
A A A

a(x,y.y) + b(x,y,y). (12)

where we denote by a and b the signal and interference terms at the output of the

space Integrating processor. g' is a function of three variables; in practice x

and y are spatial variables and y Is time. A bias. B, is inserted interferometrically

at this stage so that bipolar signals can be represented by photogenerated charge

- ~ .
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and the Integration over y (time) Is performed on the detector. The resulting

signal on the detector, neglecting normalization constants, is given by

g(xy) - J a(xyy) + b(xo9Yoy) + B 12 dy

2BJady + JaI 2 dy +f lbj dy + 'B.2B f b dy +f abdy. (13)

and we have performed the integration in y over a unit length. The first term in

the above expansion is the desired signal form. The remaining terms are all bias

terms. Their value depends on both the signal and the interference and it can

be precisely determined only if these functions are known (i.e. for each applica-

tion). However a simple, but general analysis can be carried out that is applicable

in all the problems we have considered thus far. For instance it applies directly

to SAR and 2-D Fourier transforms and with minor modifications it also applies to image

correlation. For convenience, we normalize the peak value of the signal term to unity:

max {fady) - 1. The fourth term is a constant bias term. The fifth term is

the interference filtered in both dimensions and therefore it is suppressed by

the full processing gain of the systems. The value of this term is taken to

be equal to l/(k-PG). The last term can be neglected when the input and inter-

ference are uncorrelated (true in all the problems we have examined). The

second term is the Integral jaj 2dy and its value relative to the unit defined above

(max { ady) - 1) will depend on the function f(x,y). In all cases of interest

(correlation, SAR, spectrum analysis) this term is restricted to less than unity.

The third term is given by

f Ibl2dy " f n(x,y) h(xx.yy)dx i2dy

2 f Ib'(x~y~y) 12 dy(4
k (PGx)2  (14

where PGx Is the processing gain resulting from the integration along x alone

(PG - (PGx) (PGy)) and <- _ 1. The integral JIbI 2dy is never as small

*,, . , . ,, . 5 . ,, , 1 .~ :. .. .: 1.- - .- *- . -.. . ,. . . - - . .. . - ,-< . -. . . .
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as I(PGy)2 (i.e. the incoherent integration in y does not suppress the interference

as effectively as coherent integration) but in general it is considerably less

than unity. We denote

I = b 2dy.

PG* f (15)

The approximate expression for tie SBR of the coherent processor can now

be written:

SBR 
2B

B2 +l + 1/(k 2 -PGx2 - PG' y) + 2B/(K-PG) (16)

We wish to maximize this ratio by setting appropriately the level of the

reference B.

a (SBR)

3B B = "I + 1/(K .PG PG' y). (17)

Substituting this value In Eq.16 we find the value for the optimum SBR:

SBR a 1
opt "I+ I/(k2 .PG x2 PG'y ) + l/(K-PG) (18)

Typically, K-PG is sufficiently larger than unity, and the second term

in the denominator of the above equation can be neglected. When the coherent

(PGX2 ) and incoherent (PG'y) processing gains are sufficient to suppress the

interference below the signal level (k2PG x2 PG' >1), then SBR 1 and

DR' - DR/2. If k2 PG x2 PG'y <<, then (19)

SBRopt k-PGx  pG.

By comparison, in the incoherent case SBR k for small k. We see that if coherent

light is used the signal-to-bias ratio can be increased by PGx , * The
~ . y
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significance of this result cannot be overstated. We will consider SAR as an

example to demonstrate this point. In SAR the interference consists of the radar

returns from targets surrounding a point target that is being imaged. In this

*1 -4
. case k can be easily as small as 10" . Therefore we would have practically no

system dynamic range with an incoherent implementation. PGx is typically 102.

* In SAR PG'y 102. Therefore, Y 10 and SBR(10) = 10y y opt =(0 12 1)=1l

* The resultant system dynamic range is DR' - DR (SBR/ I+SBR) = DR/bI. If the

4CCD has a dynamic range equal to 10 :1, then SAR images can be formed with a

comfortable 103:1 (60dB) dynamic range.

5'

J

'4

4,
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V. APPLICATIONS

* In Chapter 1I we established the methodology for constructing 2-D optical

processors using the TSI method and determined the operations that are achievable.

Within this general context there is very large number of different TSI

* architectures. We can arrive at specific designs only after a particular problem

has been posed. We have thus far examined four applications: image correlation,

synthetic aperture radar, the calculation of moments and 2-D spectrum analysis.

* Our work in these areas will not only provide what we feel are excellent solutions

to important and computationally difficult problems, but also brings out the trade-

offs and procedures that are involved in designing 2-D TSI architectures. This has

proven to be an extremely important factor in determing the direction of the

entire investigation.

Image correlation is the most powerful operation that can be implemented

* with a TSI architecture. It is also the operation with the widest applicability

in image processing. Several image correlator architectures have been designed

and the first real-time full 2-D correlation with a TSI architecture, was observed

* recently in our laboratory. The architecture and our experimental results are

described in detail in the two published papers attached as appendices Va and Vb

at the end of this chapter.

* Synthetic Aperture Radar is the first problem to which optical computers

were successfully applied and it appears to be ideally suited for TSI implemen-

tation. The theory of operation of this processor and initial experimental results

40 are presented in appendices Vc and Vd.

2-D Fourier transforms are useful for the calculation of image spectra as

well as the folded spectrum of long l-D signals. TSI architectures can prove

to be advantageous over the conventional 2-D Fourier transforming lens in certain

0. , . ' - . .
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applications despite the simplicity and elegance of the conventional approach.

The advantages of the TSI architecture in this application is the superior input

device (AOD vs. 2-D SLM) resulting in higher bandwidth and potentially dynamic

range, as well as flexibility in selecting the bandwidth and resolution with

external electronic signals. TSI architectures for 2-D Fourier transforms are

discussed in appendix Ve.

Moments have been shown to be useful quantities for image recognition, analysis

and normalization. Several TSI architectures for the calculation of the moments

of an image are presented in appendix Vf.

4%4
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Reprinted from APPLIED OPTICS, Vol. 21, page 491, February 1, 1982

* Copyright ) 1982 by the Optical Society of America and reprinted by permiasion of the copyright owner

Appendix Va

Optical Image correlation using acoustooptic and
charge-coupled devices

Dener PsaJIs

An optical processing method is presented which allows the correlation of two image& to be computed in real
time with a I-D acoustooptic spatial light modulator as the input device. Two-dimensional processing is
accomplished by a combination of spatial and temporal integration. The time-integrating processing is per-
formed by a CCD detector that is operated as an optically addressed correlator.

*

L Inroducion this paper we describe the application of the time-
Optical image processors normally require at the and-space integrating processing technique to the im-

input stage a real-time 2-D spatial light modulator plementation of an image correlator. Image correlation
(SLM)1 which creates a suitable transparency corre- is a useful signal processing operation in pattern rec-
sponding to the input image. The relatively immature ognition, image restoration and enhancement, and video
state of development of 2-D SLMs is a major factor that compression and is also the most powerful operation
has prevented the realization of the huge potential of that can be implemented by an optical computer.
optical image processors. The limitations presently Therefore, image correlation is probably the most sig-
imposed by the SLMs can be overcome either by further nificant 2-D signal processing operation that can be
developments in device technology or alternatively by implemented with the time-and-space integrating
modifying the optical system architecture. Several method. In the following section we describe the op-
architectural designs have been proposed for this pur- eration of the optical image correlator, and in Sec. III
pose.-4 For example, if the optical processor can be we discuss the unique characteristics of this architec-
implemented with noncoherent illumination the re- ture.
quirements on the optical quality of the SLM can be 1. Description of the Processo
relaxed, and a self-luminous display (such as a CRT)
could be used as the input SLM. In a recent public&- The time-and-space image correlating architecture

4 tion by the author3 a 2-D signal processing technique is shown in Fig. 1. We will demonstrate that this sys-
has been presented that does not require the use of tem computes the cross-correlation g(ISP) of two com-
real-time 2-D SLMs. This is accomplished by entering plex functions f(x y) and h (x y):
the 2-D input data into the optical processor one line at -(M) - ff I(xv)h.(x + lay + 9)dxdy. (1)
a time using a I-D acoustooptic SLM.5 Each line is
filtered spatially by the optical system. The data are The operation of the correlator in Fig. 1 can be sum-

Sprocessed in the second dimension by integrating the marized as follows: the optical system is a multichannel
response due to consecutive lines on a time-integrating 1-D correlator which consecutively correlates each row
detector array. Acoustooptic technology is highly de- of the function f(xvy) with all rows of the functionI veloped and consequently high quality acoustooptic y(x~y). The AOD is used to enter the rows of f(xy)
SLMs can be fabricated. The use of acoustooptic de- sequentially into the optical system. The 1-D corre-
vices (AOD) rather than 2-D SLMs in the optical pro- lations are summed appropriately by operating the CCD
cessor can lead to improvements in accuracy, speed, and detector in the shift-and-add mode.6 The key com-

* practicality (size, weight, power requirements, cost). In ponents of the system are the AOD and the CCD de-
tectors.

The AOD consists of a piezoelectric transducer
bonded onto an acoustooptic crystal. We denote the
voltage applied to the piezoelectric transducer by s(t).

The author is with California hIstitute offechnology Department The signal s(t) has the form s(t) - a(t) cos[uot + 0(t),
of Elial Engmiing. Paadea, California 91125. where the complex envelope a(t) - ar(t) expfjo(t)] is the

SReceived 7 August 1961. modulating signal and wo/2r is the center frequency of
OM-6es5iha/o491.OU01.o0/O. the AOD. The device is illuminated by a collimated
* 1962 Optical Society of Anorica. light beam incident at the Bragg angle O8, where7

1 February 1982 / Vol. 21. No. 3 / APPLED OPTICS 491
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our analysis it is more convenient to use the coordinate
transformation x - -' + A. lnthex-coord:nat sys-

• W I.' tern the origin is at the far end of the acou~tooptic
crystal, and x increases toward the transducer.

Or 0" "O l L3  Equation (3) can be rewritten as follows:

PtE(Z.) 6, C, red - a (I~ + ) ezptjwo). (4)

- MWe shall use Eq. (4) in the rest of our discussion.
-', ,,,., ,,bThe CCD image sensor consists of a matrix of pho-

tosensitive sites where incident photons are converted
-"' to electronic carriers which are trapped locally in the

depletion region of a MOS junction. 9 The photogen-
erated charge packets can be transferred to adjacent

SO') pixels along one of the dimensions of the array by
•"applying a clock waveform to the device. When the

device is used as an image sensor, each charge packet is
Col tstq shifted continuously along the array after a single ex-

posure to light until it reaches the edge of the device
where an output CCD stage transfers the signal to the

*-...III J output pin. In our system the CCD array is exposed
M. W periodically. After each exposure the charge that is ac-

L "cumulated in each site is shifted by only I pixel. The
3", photogenerated charge due to the most recent exposure

"Fg. 1. Image a , is simply added to the charge that is already stored in
each pixel. In Fig. 1 the spatial dimension along the
shifting direction of the CCD is denoted by 9. Let the
intensity of the illuminating light at the location
during the nth exposure be denoted by I(n,9). The
charge generated at the pixel located atS during the nth

uin=a - o.(2) exposure is proportional to I(n,S). After N exposures
4r (N ?- n), the charge I(n,) shifts N - n pixels or by a

A" is the wavelength of light in the acoustooptic crystal, distance (N - n)Ay in the 9 direction. Ay is the pixel
and v is the speed of sound in the crystal. The acoustic separation. The charge that is accumulated in the CCD
wave that is induced by the voltage s(t) causes a portion as a function of pixel position 9 after N exposures is
of the incident light to be diffracted. In the Bragg re- given by
gime essentially all the diffracted energy is concentrated N

in the first order. For relatively weak modulation levels -1) E ln. + (n - N)A], (5)
the amplitude of the diffracted light E(x',t) is given for9 -0 to -MAy, where M is the number of pixels
by, intheCCDandl(nS) = Oforall _< 0. Themaximum
"-1 a S_'. Al number of exposures N for which the addition in Eq. (3)
.6 1 A 4 v can be performed is equal toM. Bromley, and Mona-

(t er [.w r (t eI 2w eifl~x~ han et al.6 have used a CCD detector array in this mode
X' SI '1 lrw V 1 ;JJ eIP of operation to perform a variety of I-D linear opera-

•,.- Al .tions. In our system we use the CCD detector to con-
-c, ed -j a ( -I) struct an array of parallel 1-D correlators.

.. A v In most image recognition applications the input

X 01pO Ip 2e 1i (3)X scene and the filter functions are real. For this reason
and to present the principles of operation of the system

In Eq. (3) c, is a constant, x' is along the direction of the more clearly, we will restrict our analysis initially to real
acoustic wave propagation, and A is the aperture of the functions f and h. For completeness we will describe
AOD. Thus, the amplitude of the diffracted light is the operation of the system with complex signals f and
modulated by the complex signal a (t - x'/v) over the h at the end of this section. The 1-D Fourier transform
spatial window A, Doppler shifted by the traveling of a transparency with amplitude transmittance h (xzy)
acoustic wave by w2,r, and deflected around the Bragg is formed with an astigmatic lens system which trans-
angle 09. For the rest of our discussion we will not carry forms in the x direction and images along y.10 A holo-
the deflection term exp[-j(2r sin6sx')/\] in the gram of the resulting light amplitude distribution is
equations since it does not affect the operation of the formed by recording its interference with a plane wave
system we will describe. In Eq. (3) the origin of the x' reference on photographic film or any other suitable
coordinate is assumed to be at the piezoelectric trans- device. The amplitude transmittance of the developed
ducer, and x' increases away from the transducer. In hologram is proportional to 0

492 APPM OPTICS VOl. 21. No. 3 I 1 ruory 1982
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I .. xp(-j2- ,)DY,.) + H(/.,Y)I' (,_, it-n U (1
- B2 + 1Hf .)1' t- (1 11
+ BH'(I.,y)exp(-j2 siDHFf,) for n - I to N, where r is the duration of each light
+ BH.(1Y) szp(+ j2w ,iFf,), (6) pulse, and the pulse shape has been approximated by

where a rectangular function. The light diffracted by the
AOD is modulated by the product of Eq. (9) and (11).

t(f,,y) ,, Jh(z~y)ezp(-ftuw/z,, We denote this modulation function by tSA(X,t). For
11/r larger than the bandwidth Of r(t), tSA can be ap-

OH is the angle of incidence on the hologram of the ref- proimated by
erence beam, B is its amplitude, F is the focal length of

* the lens in the x direction, andf/ is the spatial frequency tsA(ZJ) -t(t)IA(Zt)
variable which is linearlv related to the spatial variableit,- 11 - l 1
t in the plane of the hologram (f, - /(XF)). In Eq. (6) m ezp(jwot) re ,T f 1(t ' T vonAy
only the term containing HO contributes to the corre-
lation, and the remaining terms are blocked out in the a f(X,ny) ezp(jwot) ret 1 . (12)
optical system. Thus the effective complex transmit- ( @

tance of the hologram can be written Lens LI in Fig. I is used to collimate this light distri-
y -( bution in the vertical direction so it illuminates the

tj fv) = H*(f, y) exp(-j2zr sinGFz). (7) hologram in plane P2 uniformly in the y direction. Lens
This hologram is placed in plane P 2 of Fig. 1. L 2 takes the Fourier transform in the x direction. The

The image f(x,y) is scanned in a raster format to amplitude of the light entering plane P2 is modulated
produce a temporal electronic signal r(t). The raster by
signal r(t) is related to the 2-D function f(x,) by the tSA(I,.fl,) - ftsA(z.) ezp(-j2rfz) dx

*) following equation:

r(t)l[t-(n-)T.,y (8) l - (it - rect1

for n = I to N, where v, is the scanning velocity of the where
device (such as a TV camera) that produces the raster
signal, T is the duration of each raster line [vT is the F(Jny) "fiz/n~y) ezp(-j2ifz) dx.
size off(x,) in the x direction], and Ay is the resolution The light immediately after plane P 2 is modulated by
off(x,y) in they direction JNAy is the size of f(x,) in the product of Eqs. (7) and (13). The astigmatic lens
they direction]. In Eq. (8) we assume that f(xvy) - 0 system L3 images plane P2 onto the output plane P3 in
for x > vT and x <0. r(t) is heterodyned to the center the y direction, while it performs the Fourier transform
frequency w0 and applied to the AOD in plane P of Fig. in the horizontal (x) direction. The amplitude of the
1. The modulation tA(X,t) introduced by the AOD on light at plane P3 is given by
the amplitude of the diffracted light can be found by

* substituting a(t) by r(t) in Eq. (4): tD(O4,n) - ftsA(fz,t,n)tH(1z,) exp(-j21f.J'd1.)

-P!t - Al ( t +! - A " -c2 exp(jwot) rect(t - nT) fF(fV,nAy)H*(f.,y)tA(ZAt) -ErSct--)r t-)C p(JWOt)
A I )X expl-j2v(sin6,jF + 1')f.df/l

- (pea -x ) [ l 1(t + ! --A n T T ) v ,n y ] ft C ezp(Jw ot) rect (, _ T)

X ezp(jwot) (9) X ff(x,nAy)h(x + ,y)dx, (14)

We set A - vT, i.e., the aperture of the AOD can ac- where I - I' + sineHF and ' are the horizontal and
commodate exactly one raster line of f(x,). For con- vertical spatial coordinates, respectively, in P3 , and c2
venience we also set v. - v. At time instances t - nT is a constant. The convolution theorem was used to
the modulation of the AOD is given by obtain the last form of Eq. (14). The output light dis-

Sr~- Al & _Ttribution is detected interferometrically by the CCD
tA(ZfT) - Cl t ~ f I(fT + - n T + nvn detector array at the output plane to obtain a detected

FvT V V 1signal proportional to Eq. (14). A reference beam de-
X #p(jwonT) rived from the same source is heterodyned to the center
"ci(,nAy) up(jwonT). (1o) frequency w0 of the AOD and made incident on the

detector at an angle OD. The amplitude of the referenceThe rect function can be dropped in Eq. (10) since f(xy) beam is described by
was defined to be nonzero for 0 < x < vT. Thus at
times t - nT, a single line of the function f(x,y) mod- t(f.,t , A exp(j2 sin@Df/i) exp(jwot) rect
ulates spatially the light diffracted by the AOD. A
pulsed light source is used in the system to illuminate The signal I(Uy,n) that is detected by the CCD is pro-
the AOD only at the instances t - nT. The temporal portional to the time integrated intensity of the sum of
modulation of the source can be written as Eqs. (14) and (15)

I February 1982 / Vol. 21, No. 3 / APPLIED OPTICS 493
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J(.i$.n) - rf lt + 91a13W complex correlation is formed by performing the addi-

Arvn --1 j .) tion over n in Eq. (17).

U. Discussio
4+ 5$(z.nAy)h(z lWe devote this section to the discussion of the char-

-TcgA4+ Il/(znAy)h(x + 1.9Jl2 acteristics of the AOD/CCD image correlator. The

+ 2AIf PxnAy)h(z + 1.9)dl es(2wfes)L (16) majority of the potential advantages of this system are
consequences of the use of an AOD as the real-time

Wheto-iDA Thethirdtm in ts eSLM. AODs have been investigated and manufactured
the I.D correlation the th r on this equationhe for many years. Consequently reliable and relativelyr h Th orrelation the nth row ofr(y) with all the inexpensive high quality devices are now commercially

arows of h(xe). The correlation forms on the spatial avai ,ble. The simple structure of an AOD relative to": carrier to Since both f and h are real functions only th most 2-D SLMs allows compact systems to be built with
amplitude of the fringe pattern is modulated. In the most l ows requir ems todbethut th
S3 direction the CCD is operated in the shift-and-add relatively low power requirements and without the need
mode described earlier. The charge that is accumulated for high voltages. Thus the use of AODs can lead to
ipractically feasible optical image processors in the im-stiutin g E q ) ae iht Es c: bmediate future. The excellent modulation character-stituting Eq. (1.6) into Eq. (5): istics of AODs1 (high linear dynamic range, spatial

N uniformity, and low scatter level) allow the input image
Q(J) Z .i.nt + (a - N)Ayl to be represented in the optical computer with high fi-

I(-1 delity, with a corresponding improvement in overall

c N accuracy. AODs can accept data at rates up to several-C I.NA2 + Z I f/(=Ay)h Is + NJ + (n - N)Ayl& 12
*., gigahertz. We do not anticipate however, that this

"I' i } capability can be approached by the AOD/CCD image
r: [ ff(z,nly)h(z + NJ + nAy - Nayw] e*2r/o) (17) processor in the near future because of limitations in the

The" tspeed with which the CCD can be read out. The system
The third terr in Eq. (17) forms on a spatial carrier of also requires a device which produces an electronic
frequency fo. By setting fo equal to or larger than the raster signal corresponding to the input image. In most
bandwidth of f(x yv), this term can be separated from the applications this device can be a TV camera. The
other two baseband terms by electronic filtering after current limitations of CCD and image sensor tech-
the signal from the CCD is converted to a video signal. nologies impose a limit of 50-MHz input rate which
The envelope of the carrier in Eq. (17) is recognized to corresponds to the processing of 200 images, each con-
be the 2-D correlation described by Eq. (1) with the sisting of 5002 pixels in 1 sec. The need for an auxiliary
integration over the continuous variable y replaced by image sensor may be construed as a disadvantage of this
the summation over the discrete variable nAy. The technique. Ideally it is preferable to have a device
correlation pattern is shifted by the constant NAy in which serves simultaneously as the image sensor and the
the 5 direction. For a CCD detector with N horizontal SLM for the optical computer. In many applications,
rows, this means that each slice of the correlation pat- however, 2-D SLMs are not suitable for direct detection
tern is formed sequentially at the last row of the device, of the live scene, and an auxiliary sensor must be used.
The fast horizontal CCD shift register transfers each The output of the auxiliary sensor is then scanned onto
line of the 2-D correlation to the output stage of the the 2-D SLM either electronically or optically. In such
device where it can be displayed or processed further cases, the ability of the AOD/CCD system to accept

" electronically, directly the electronic raster signals is an advantage.
We shall close this section by discussing how the The limitations on the performance of the AOD/CCD

system of Fig. 1 can be used to correlate complex 2-D processor are imposed primarily by the CCD detector.
functions. We assume that we have the complex These limitations are not significantly different from
function h(x ,y) recorded either holographically or in a the limitations imposed by the detector on any optical
digital memory. The 1-D Fourier transform of this image processor. For continuous processing of frames
complex function can then be produced and placed in the input data rate cannot exceed the readout rate in the
plane P2 of Fig. 1 either optically or by computer gen- AOD/CCD processor. The speed at which commer-
eration. The function f(xy) is represented by two real cially available CCD detector arrays are normally read
functions that correspond to its real and imaginary out is 5-10 MHz (standard video frame rates).
parts. The two corresponding electronic raster signals Therefore, the processing speed is limited by the de-
are used to modulate in quadrature the carrier that is tector if one is restricted to using commercially available
applied to the AOD. From Eq. (4) we conclude that the devices. CCD detectors which are fabricated specifi-
modulation introduced by the AOD is proportional to cally for optical signal processing applications can be
the complex signal that is used to modulate in quadra- made with several parallel output stages, 12 which in-
ture the carrier. The optical system performs the creases the readout speed. For example, a device with
complex correlation in the x direction. The phase of 10 parallel readout stages could be read out at 50-
the 1-D complex correlation is preserved in the phase 100-MHz rates. In addition, current research in GaAs13

of the fringe pattern in Eq. (16). Thus the full 2-D CCDs shows promise of extending the inherent speed
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of these devices to hundreds of megacycles per second. bility), but semiconductor lasers are attractive because
CCD detectors have -500 X 500 pixels,14 and devices they are compact, efficient, and relatively inexpensive.
with over one thousand pixels in each dimension are The modes in a semiconductor laser, however, are so
presently under development. The number of pixels widely spaced because of the short cavity length that
of the CCD in the nonshifting dimension determines in interferometric detection is feasible only with a sin-
this dimension the space-bandwidth product of the gle-mode laser. Single-mode laser diodes can be fab-

* images that can be processed. The number of pixels in ricated and are even available commercially. However
the shifting direction determines the space-bandwidth when these diodes are pulsed several modes exhibit gain
product of the filter in the shifting dimension but does during the transients. For a well-fabricated diode the
not limit the size of the input scene. In other words, transients decay within 1 nsec.1s Thus, if a pulse with
this processor is a sliding window correlator in one di- duration of 5 nsec is used, singie-mode operation can be
mension. This feature can be useful in applications obtained 80% of the time.

• where the input image is sensed by a linear detector The operation of the CCD detector in the shift-and-
array, and the imaging in the second dimension is ac- add mode has an important advantageous consequence.
complished by the relative motion between the detector Since the signal that eventually reaches the output stage
and the object. The dynamic range, noise, linearity, of the detector is a weighted sum of the signal detected
and spatial nonuniformity of the CCD detector are by all the detector elements in a single column of the
factors that affect the accuracy with which the pro- CCD array, the variations in the responsivity among the
cessed image can be detected. Commercial CCD individual pixels and dark current will average out.1'

* cameras have dynamic range in excess of 1000:1 with In addition, speckle noise which is uncorrelated from
excellent linearity in this range. 4 This range can be pixel to pixel will also average out. Thus the system
extended by designing CCDs with large detector ele- utilizes coherent light which provides the flexibility of
ments that can store a larger photogenerated charge and easily synthesizing a filter in the spatial frequency do-
also by cooling the device and using postdetection main but is immune to coherent noise.
electronic processing to minimize detector noise. The

* detector noise is caused by shot noise of the signal and References
leakage current, feed-through of clock transients, and 1. D. Coasent, Proc. IEEE 65, 143 (1977).
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Appendix Vb

ACOUSTO-OPTIC/CCD IMAGE PROCESSOR

Demetri Psaltis, Eung Gi Pek and Santosh Venkatesh

* California Institute of Technology
Department of Electrical Engineering

Pasadena. CA, 91125

*we review the holographic implementation of such a
processor and the experimental results of this

ABSTRACT implementations are included In section IV.

Optical Image correlators are presented GENERAL CONCEPT
that use acousto-optic and charge-coupled
devices as the input and output transducers The correlation g(E,Ti) of an Input image
respectively. Experimental results are pre- f(xy) and a reference Image h(x.y) Is given by:
sented and the applicability to pattern recog-
nition of a non-linear pseudo-correlation that g(t'i) - h(x.C. y~n)dxdy. (1)
can also be conveniently computed with these
processors, is discussed. We are concerned here with the implementation

of this operation with an optical system in which

INTRODUCTION the input image f(x,y) is introduced through an
AD. AOD's are 1-D spatial light modulators with

Image processing Is perhaps the most a linear space bandwidth product typically equal

natural application of optical information to 103 pixels. The size of the images that we

processing because the two dimensions of the like to be able to process optically is at least
optical system and its parallel processing 103x103 pixels. Therefore, it Is clear that an
capability are very effectively utilized in this AOD cannot be used to simultaneously modulate a
application. The potential of optical image light beam with an entire image. Typically, a

* processors however, can only be realized in single line of the Image can be accommodated by
practice If suitable transducers are available the AODiftone time. This fact dictates our
to bring the images into the optical processor processing strategy: the input image is entered
with sufficient speed and accuracy and also into the optical processor and processed one line
transducers (detectors) to read-out the processed at a time. The processed image lines are detected
images. In recent years the development of and accumulated on a 2-D CCD camera [2]. The
Acousto-Optic Devices (AOD) and semiconductor image f(xy) must be sampled in one of its
detector arrays and light sources, has led to the dimensions (in our notation the y-dimension) so

* development of high performance optical processors that Its lines can be applied sequentially to
[1,2]. In this paper we discuss how acousto- the AOD. In practice this is accomplished by
optic devices and CCD detectors can be used for detecting f(xy) with a raster scanning TV camera.
optical image correlation. The acousto-optic Since the correlation g(E,rn) will be computed from
device Is used as the input transducer in the the samples of f(xy) we replace the integration
optical processor and it receives the image to be over the continuous variable y in Eq. (1) by a
processed In the form of a video electronic summation:
signal. The CCD is used as the optical detector N f
in the system and simultaneously as an array of g(.) - f(x,nAy) h (x+.nrAy +1) dx . (2)
electro-optic correlators. The advantages that n
can be derived from the use of these relatively
mature technologies in the implementation of an
optical 2-D correlator are high speed. flexibil- Ay Is the sampling Interval In the y direction and
Ity, accuracy, small physical size and power if it is chosen to be at the Nyquist rate
efficiency. (assuming f is bandlimited) the correlation g

computed via Eq. (2) does not differ from the
In the following section we discuss the continuous correlation. N is the number of lines

general method for performing image correlation in f(xy). We can write the shift in the n
with an acousto-optic processor. In section III direction by nAy In the above equation as a
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convolution with a delta function 8(roaby) and
derive the following form for the correlation HOLOGRAPHIC IMPLEMENTATION

g(Cn): l Ne will describe this Implementation [3J with

g(!u) * ZI (x.fay) h (x n)d the aid of Figure 2. The Input pattern is detected
f J I by the TV camera. The horizontal sync of the camera

,'i -ninAy)dq (3) is locked to a stable oscillator which acts as the
master clock for the entire processor. Each pulse

This form of the correlation function from this oscillator triggers the TV camera to

determines directly the Implementation algorithm produce an electronic signal corresponding to one

of the acousto-optic image correlator. The term of the lines in the input pattern. The video

in the brackets in Eq. (3) is the 1-0 correlation signal Is heterodyned to the center frequency of

In the x direction of the nth line of the input the AOA and after amplification ttts applied to
the piezoelectric transducer of the AOD. At the

image with all the lines of the reference. end of each horizontal scan by the TV camera, the
Several optical implementations of such a multi- acoustic wave in the AOD Is spatially modulated
channel I-D correlator are possible. The term in by the corresponding line of the input pattern.
the brackets in Eq. (3) is a function of two The clock from the master oscillator is delayed by
variables E and i', and it must be shifted in the the duration of one raster line and it triggers
n" direction by the distance nAy. In other words the pulsed laser that is used as the source in
the 1-D correlations of the first line of the this processor. The duration of the light pulses
input are shifted by 1 pixel in the n" direction, is made shorter than the inverse of the bandwidth
while the correlations of the Nth line are f the video signal. As a result the light

* shifted by N pixels. This can be accomplished in of the As a reul the l ip
an optical system in one of two ways. An diffracted by the AOD each time the laser is pulsed

optical scanner can be used after the multi- Is spatially modulated by one of the lines of

channel correlator to deflect the light by the the input pattern. The diffracted light enters

appropriate distance for each input line, an astigmatic lens system which expands and
Altrn (ate (and in most cases preferably) a collimates the light in the vertical direction.
Alternatively ued to dtct the 1 In the horizontal direction the light is Fourier

ctransformed. A 1-D Fourier transform holoqraf of the
correlations and then shift the detected signal reference ige h(x,y) in our notation Is piacea
by transferring the charge on the CCD. The full n the Fourier plane of this astigmatic lens

2-0 corrlation g(e) is formed by accumulating system. The hologram contains the reference image
(sumning over n) the shifted 1-D correlatfon on transformed In the x direction only. Since the
the time integrating detector array. The light illuminating the hologram is collimated
operations that must be performed to Implement vertically, the light diffracted by the hologram
this algorithm optically are summarized In the is modulated by the product of the transform of
block diagram of Figure 1. the current line from the Input pattern and all

the lines of the reference inge. A second

f(xTV JT•HNE SHF ING - 2 DEr.O
CORRELATOR (x) (Y) DETECTOR

Figure 1. Block diagram of the acousto-optic implementation of the image correlator

A variety of specific optical Implementations astigmatic lens system is placed after the holo-
are possible using this algorithm and the trade- gram. The light is now i in the vertical
offs involved do not make one of the implementa- direction and transformed again in the horizontal

* tions clearly superior to the rest for all direction. The transform of the product of the
applications. In this paper we discuss a holo- transforms produces the correlation (or convolution
graphic Implementation that shares all the tharac- If desired) between one of the input lines and all
teristics of the algorithm the lines of the reference image. The imaging

that is performed in the vertical direction causes
depicted In Figure 1: the Input image Is entered these 1-0 correlations to appear stacked in the
In the optical system via the TV camera and the vertical direction at the output plane of the
acousto-optic device; a multi-channel 1-0 correla- optical system. Returning momentarily to Eq. (3).
tar processes each line of the input image and a the operation that has been performed up to this
2-0 time Integrating detector is used to accumu- point in the processor is the 1-D integral of
late the 14- correlations and form the full 2-D Eq. (3). A 2-0 CCD detector is placed at the out-
correlation. put plane of the processor. The photogenerated

Za.......................................
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Collimating Acousto-optic Astigmatic cc DetectorLens Device Lems Systems
SPulsed Tknk

e Transform Hologram

inol

* Input Video -axis Input

SepTrigger "- x  Sweep 0

Oscillotor Trigger

Figure 2. Acousto-optic/CCO image correlator.

2-0 charge pattern that is stored In the CCD after on the 2-D operation that is being performed by
it is exposed to the light from each laser pulse, the processor of Figure 2, when interferometric
is shifted vertically by one pixel. If we trace detection is not used. In this instance the
the location on the CCD of the charge generated pattern gi(C,n) formed on the CCD is given by the
during the nth light pulse we find that after the following expression [4]:
Nth pulse occurs, it has travelled N-n pixels in
the vertical direction. To obtain the 2-D
correlation we must (according to Eq. (3)) shift N
the nth line by n pixels. Since N is fixed (it Is g(C.O ,  I Iff(x.n ) h (x+E. nhy~n)dxl (4)

the total number of lines in the input pattern) 
eal

* the CCD does perform the appropriate shifting and The function g'(C,') Is similar to the correla-
the entire 2-0 correlation fetas (shifted by N tion In formwith the Important exception that the
pixels) after Integration on the CCD (the summa- 1-D correlations in the x-direction are squared
tion over n in Eq. 3) of the light incident on it before the summation In the second dimension is
from N light pulses. The correlation output Is performed. This operation is clearly non-linear
read-out continuously by the CCD In the fors of a but it is shift Invariant. Since g'(ft,n) can be
video signal which can be displayed or processed very conveniently calculated with the acousto-
further electronically. optic Image processor, we investigated its proper-

* ties to determine its possible utility for pattern
In this processor the 1-D correlations that recognition. Using the Schwarz inequality it can

are formed at the output of the optical system be shown that
modulate the am mpltude of the light. This optical
wave must be tnerfeirometrically detected In order 9I (C) < I J f(xnAy) I' dx ,2 * G" (5)
to obtain a detected signal proportional to the n
field amplitude rather than its Intensity. The and the equality holds only for g'(!,r-) a G'. This
Interferometric detection method [4] and experi-
mental demonstration of It [S] have been discussed result Is sigificant because it indicates that
elsewhere. In this paper me wish to concentrate g(.,ve) iS maximized e the input and therh7ernct ttiee are matched and
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aligned spatially. Therefore it could be used to Figure 3 there is a very low probability of false
recognized patterns. We must however consider alarms for both cases (this is a somewhat super-
the performance of a pattern recognition system fluous case since a is relatively low and the SNR
based on this operation, when noise is present. is high) but we can also see that the probability
A full analysts of this case is beyond the scope of false alarm can be smaller for the non-linear
of this paper, but we will point out several correlator. Of course -t can also be higher
important facts. First, the signal-to-noise depending on the value of 0. 0 is determined by the
ratio analysis that is typically performed to images f and h and therefore we conclude from this
determine the performance of pattern recognition exercise that a recognition algorithm based on non-
algorithms that are based on correlation is not linear correlation can out-perform the linear
appropriate in the nonlinear case. The non- correlator for a certain class of images. In
linearity In g" results in noise components at general, the non-linear correlation can provide

- the output that are not normally distributed and adequate performance for a large class of pattern
therefore the underlying distribution becomes recognition applications. A complete statistical
Important In the determination of the probabil- characterization of the non-linear correlation will
ities of detection and misclassification. Further- be presented in a future publication.
more, patterns that belong to different classes
but correlate well (and therefore are likely to EXPERIMENTAL PROCESSOR
be misclassified by a linear correlation
algorithm) can be well separated by the non- A photograph of the experimental acousto-
linear correlation, and vice-versa. For optic/CCD image correlator is shown In Figure 4.
instance, if The apparatus is a hardware Implementation of the

If, nZS  12 system shown in Figure 3. The light source used
B-'G - I f(x,nhy) Idx * (6) in this experiment is a pulsed laser diode with!-n 50 nsec pulse width. The Inverse of the pulse

' width (1/50 nsec a 20 MHz) must be at least twice
is the slue of the outocorrelation peak of the video bandwidth, therefore video signals withthe imge f. we denote by s the peak value of up to 10 MHz bandwidth can be processed with thethe crosscorrelation between f and a second system. The peak power of this laser can be as

same class as high ask9, resulting in an average light powerf. a is a constant satisfying -1<<l. The non. of approximately 10 mW which is adequate forlinear crosscorrelation of the same two functions detection by the CCD. A custom fabricated acousto-
is denoted by OG', where G" is defined in Eq. (5) optic device was the input electronic-to-opticala and 0 is a constant satisfying 0B<. It can be transducer. This device is a shear acoustic wave

* shown [6] that given a, 0 is in the range TeO2 Bragg cell, with 30 MHz 1dB bandwidth at
62'041 or Q2<O<a if the imges involved are real 820 nm (the laser wavelength), in excess of 400%/
and positive. Clearly 0 can be smaller than a, watt diffraction efficiency and most significantly,

* which intuitively indicates that if this is the the acoustic delay of the device is 70 Usec. The
case two patterns can be separated more effec- long acoustic delay is required in this processor
tively with the non-linear correlation g'. More so that we can accommodate an entire standard video

% formally, we calculate the probability of false line (63 psec). The light diffracted by the AOD
alarm (the probability of classifying h(x,y) as is demagnified by a factor of approximately 4 with
belonging to the class represented by f(xy)) as two spherical lenses, in order to match the size of
a function of the parameter B for the non-linear the video lines from the ADD (4 cm) with the size
correlation case. This function is plotted in of the transparencies used to fabricate the
Figure 3 for an Input SNR-1, assuming a linear hologram (1 cm). The demagnified Schlieren image
processing gain of 104. a value of a .7 and for of the ADD is reflected towards the hologram and
a fixed probability of detection P .96. On Fourier transformed. The hologram was formed from

t sa transparency recorded on a high speed holographicthe same dtagram the probability of false alam plate (to avoid the phase distortion introduced bythat we obtatn under the same cndtons usting the plastic substrate of film) with a NeNe laser.linear €orrelator Is indicated. We note that In The components that are used for recording the
0.4s a.30 U L 0.0 s o..o. hologram are visible in the far end of the optical

.-6.0 "bench in Figure 4. The holograms are recorded on
a- dichromated gelatin to obtain high diffraction

"SLc LINEAR efficiency. We obtain in excess of 20% efficiency
VWI'A -4, with the dichromated gelatin holograms at 820 nm.

aEMI 0 I(N The light diffracted by the hologram is reflected
I ,4otowards the CCD, imaged vertically and transformed
",-. horizontially. The CCD -used in the experiment4 . 7 

is a commercially available (Fairchild) I-l device
'so .- -9 oriented vertically. Special timing and driving

P "00. electronic circuits were built to operate the
o.1ou m-w device in the time-delay-and-integrate (TD!) mode

-* j necessary for this processor. The 1-D array
LP) fi.3. produces slices of the 2-D correlation surface inFig. .the ,i direction, for a fixed value. The slices
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for different C values can be observed by translat- Figure 4). The output signal from the CCD for 5
ing the CCD horizontally. A 1-fl CCD was chosen horizontal positions is shown in Figure 5b. This

* for this initial experiment. rather than a 2-Dl CCD composite photograph is the 2-Dl autocorrelation
which can produce the entire 2-Dl correlation of the pattern in Figure 5a computed by the system
simultaneously. because its output can be easily in Figure 4. Interferometric detection was not
monitored on an oscilloscope which has allowed us used in these experiments. therefore the non-linear
to easily align and calibrate the system. The correlation described by Eq. 4 is obtained. The
input pattern (shown In Figure Sa) was detected pattern in Figure Sa is in good agreement with the
by a high resolution TV camera (not shown In autocorrelation expected from the simple pattern

in Figure So. We attribute the asymmetries notice-

able In Figure Sb to non-linearities and phase
distortion In the hologram.
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Real-time optical synthetic aperture radar (SAR) processor

Demetri Psaltis Abstract. A real-time optical synthetic aperture radar (SAR) processor is de-
Kelvin Wagner scribed. The processor utilizes an acousto-optic device as the input electronic-
California Institute of Technology to-optical transducer and a CCD camera that serves as the optical detector and
Department of Electrical Engineering simultaneously performs the focusing of the SAR image in the azimuth
Pasadena. California 91125 direction.

Keywords: two-dimensional signal processing synthetic aperture radar acousto-optic
devices, imaging image processing.
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CONTENTS and heavy processor. Thus, even though it is conceivable to build a low
I. Introduction resolution real-time digital processor, for many of the applications this

* 2. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) signals is an imprac,ical solution.
3. Acousto-optic/CCD SAR processor Very significant advances have also been achieved in the area of
4. Discussion electro-optics which have resulted in corresponding improvements

4.1. Azimuth resolution in the state of the an of optical computers. Specifically, acousto-
4.2. Image size in azimuth optic technology has matured, and consequently high quality de-
4.3. Range resolution vices are now available to be used as the input spatial light modulator;
4.4. Image size in range semiconductor detector arrays (CCD's and photodiode arrays) have

S 4.5. Flexibility proven to be excellent as detectors in the optical computer, and the
4.6. Dynamic range semiconductor light sources. (LED's and laser diodes) which have

5. Experiment been developed primarily for optical communications, are a very
6. Acknowledgments efficient light source in many optical processors. These and other
7. Appendix A: derivation of Eq. (14) developments have made it possible to construct real-time, high
S. Appendix B: derivation of Eq. (IS) performance, power efficient, compact and relatively inexpensive
9. References optical computers such as the acousto-optic spectrum analyzer2 and

*) the ambiguity function radar processors.3 In this paper we describe
I. INTRODUCTION an optical SAR processor in which the modern components avail-

able for optical computing are fully utilized, and, therefore, we
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) still represents the most successful believe that the resulting processor has great potential for applica-
application of optical computing, even though more than 30 years tions where on-board, real-time SAR image formation is required.
have elapsed since the initial demonstration of the optical SAR pro- In Sec. 2 the fundamentals of SAR are reviewed, in order to
cessor. Optical computers are used routinely today to form SAR establish the notation we will be using in the paper. A comprehensive
images from radar signals that are collected by aircraft or spacecraft treatment of SAR can be found in Refs. 4 and 5. In Sec. 3 the
and recorded on photographic film. The requirements of modern operation ofthe optical processorisdescribed indetailand inSec.4
radars, however, are often not met by the present film-based optical we discuss its performance characteristics. Our experimental results
processors. These requirements include higher image quality (resolu- to date are reported in Sec. S.
tion, dynamic range, artifacts, etc.), real-time image formation, flexi-
bility, and on-board processing capability. In order to meet such 2. SAR SIGNALS
requirements, digital computers are increasingly being used to form
SAR images. The dramatic advances in microelectronics in recent The side-looking SAR geometry is depicted in Fig. I. The vehicle

* years have made it feasible to construct digital SAR processors that (aircraft or spacecraft) is traveling with a constant velocity v along
can provide better image quality (due to the highest accuracy and the the , direction and at height h. Coded pulses are emitted periodically
flexibility in programming a digital computer) than film-based SAR through an antenna mounted on the side of the vehicle. In this paper
processors. In addition, digital processors can be built (as they have in we assume that the pulses are chirp coded. The transmitted wave-
some cases) that have real-time and on-board processing capabilities, forms S(t) in complex notation is given by
It is not the purpose of this paper to present a comparison of optical

rsus diital techniques in SAR (the interested reader is referred to S(t) = 1 (I)Ausherman's paper), but it is necessary to point out that a number ofL1 J
problems remain with digital SAR processors. The complexity of n
dise systems results in a very costly, power consuming, relatively large where is the pulse duration, I /T is the pulse repetition frequency

lawud Palpr TD-103 nmoived Apt. 12, 1992; 1mpasi for pubication Apr. 19, 192; (PRF), b is the chirp rate, and vo is the microwave frequency of the
,mved by Manra" sE,,t May 10. 192 radar. The transmitted waveform illuminates a patch of the surface
0 192 Ie iuy ofPhoo.Op,,al lnstmm me a im. to be imaged (the ground), and part of it is reflected back towards the
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vehicle and detected by the antenna. The objective of SAR is to form L D
an image of the ground from these reflections. We will discuss how0
an image of a single point scatterer (impulse) located at coordinates
f- and q - on the ground can be formed. Since the SAft image0

' formation is a linear operation, knowledge of the impulse responseL O4TU
completely describes the system. The signal received by the antenna L, Lz F4 ' OTU
due to a sin&l point scatterer is

r~t) ~t)S~-2R/Fig(2 2. Acousto-optic/CCD synthetic apertur, radar processor. (LS-r~t)- A()S~t2R/C (2) light source, AOD-acousto-optic device. F, isathe focal length of the lens
Li~. and the broken lines Indicate Ohe path of die rays of the reference

where It is the instantaneous range from the antenna to the point Wae".)
scatterer at (40. ,p). A(t) is the far-field pattern of the antenna. From
the geometry of Fill. 1. I can be written as r =t A(nT) [ett - 2R0fc - nT

* R(t) A%- 9+ - (- vt 9+R, (3) nS

X expbjb(t-2R./c - nT)2] exp[-j(2wv 0 IcR0 ) (vnT-%?)]
\ where R* - vf7+ 40 is the range when the vehicle crosses 17 = vl.X exp62 rv~t) (6)

In most cases, the variation of the range RQt) with time can be
neglected within the duration rofa single radar pulse, and therefore The received signal r(t) must be processed to produce an image of the
R(t) - R(nT). In addition, the range Ito is typically much greater point scatterer on the ground. In the next section we will describe in
than the distance Jil - qJ. This allows us to Lxpand the square root detail how the real-time optical processor that is presented in this
in Eq. ()as follows: paper forms the SAR image from the signal r(t). In deriving Eq. (6). a

(vaT gonumber of simplifying assumptions and approximations were made,
(vnT ~n) rIt - - (4 which may or may not be justifiable in practice depending on the

R~t R~T) + 2R0  particular application. We will proceed with the description of the
system based on this relatively simple form of the SAR equation [Eq.

Using the above equation and Eq. (1). we can rewrite Eq. (2) as (6)]. and in Sec. 4 we will discuss the necessary modifications to the
* system for cases in which the conditions set in this section are not met.

rt -2R1c - Ar- nT
r(t) A(nT)c r t  3. ACOUSTO-OPTIC/CCD SAR PROCESSOR

C A schemnatictdiagram of the processor is shown in Fig. 2. The system
X ez~jbt-2,/c--r-T?]is illuminated by a pulsed laser. The light amplitude of the source is
x ex~jbt-2~srcAv-T9Jmodulated by

*X eapfj 2ffret)enp(12rv* 2R*/c) exp(-j2wv0 Av) .(3) [I- hT'
p(t)= Yrect - 7

* The variation of the antenna pattern A(t) during a single pulse can be n 0
* dand hence A(t) - A(nT). The quantity Ar = (vnT -

r,.?/a chas units of time and is very small compared to 2R./c if where ro, is the duration of each light pulse. The spherical lens LI
* R0 >>Fivq- J q. Therefore. Armcn be neglected in Eq. (5) except in collimates the light from the source, and the cylindrical lens L2

teterm exp (-j2 wvAr) because in this term Ar is multiplied by v focuses the light in the vertical (y) direction so that it can pass
wich ithe very large radio frequency. The term exp(-J4 wv Rt I el through the aperture of the acousto-optic device (AOD) placed in

a man macoimeequential constant phase term and can be otuittJ. 4ith plane P,. The received radar signal r(t) is heterodyned to the center
these mlodificatios, we can write the final form for r(t) as frequency v, of the AOD, and a reference signal Bexpo21rv2t) is
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added toit. The frequency V2 is chosen such that the difference v2 - [r__-_,) (n__v, is equal to the bandwidth of each radar pulse: X -L+- 2wv- Irv
A #1

v2 - v ' br/ W. (8) v + cR

+ bias terms.. (14)
The need for the reference signal will become apparent shortly. The

resukling signal r'(t) is related to r(t) by the following equation: The derivation of Eq. (14) is straightforward but tedious, and it is
presented in Appendix A. This charge pattern gets shifted along the

e(t) - r(t) exp[-j2r(v, - vt)t] + &xp(j2wvat) (9) j direction by (N - n) pixels on the CCD. after N exposures have
taken place. The total charge that accumulates at each pixel located

r'(t) is applied to the piezoelectric transducer of the AOD of Fig. 2. at coordinates (x,j) after N exposures is
The light d4ffracted by the AOD is modulated by6

.. (,) Q(1,j) = Q [ij + (N -n) Ay.n]
S1(t(X = et() P(t)re (+-) (10) Id) Qxy+Nf)Yn

where xis alongthe direction of propagation of the acoustic waveX is Bv07,v Lb7 ROv [2Nvov2T2
the aperture of the AOD, and v is the speed of sound in the AOD. The - sinc inc
undiffracted light is blocked in the focal plane of the cylindrical tens 2 c c1yR0
L3.The combination of lenses L3 and L5 accomplishes two tasks. First,
since the two lenses are separated by the sum of their focal lengths, a (. AY
single plane wav incident on L3 will be recollimated when it exits the X - N Uo "+
lens Ls. In addition, the impulse response of the system in the x
direction from plane PI to plane P2 is made to be equal to + bias terms. (IS)

h(x.i) = exptbt(x-i )] exp(-j2wvtx/v.) . ( I) In the above equation Ay is the pixel separation in the CCD. u =(v2

where i is the horizontal coordinate in Plane P2.The constant b- can - v)v, and 4 is a constant phase term. Q(i ,j) is the final output
wbeet by taphopritl chooringte focl plngts o. T 3 c an L5 an of the processor, and its form demonstrates the imaging capability of
he set by appropriately choosing the focal lengths of 3 and L and the system. In the i direction, Q(i, j) is a sinc function with width
the distaned. The term exp(-j2vx/v 9) reflects the fact that the /c n other words, we obtain the
optical system following the Bragg cell is tilted so that its optical axis ima0ebof dhenter ed at v n ' othe rd, oate

coinide wih awav difratedat he rag anle.In q. II)w image of the point scatterer located at (0(, on the ground, focusedcoincides with a wave diffracted at the Bragg angle. In Eq. 0 I1I) we in the (direction. The resolution in the ( direction is equal to 6 =assume that the effects of the lens apertures are negligible. In the rc/2br. This is a well-known result for range resolution in raaar
vertical direction y, the light is recollimated by the lens .4 . and systems.$ The carrier at spatial frequency 2u arises from the inclu-
therefore the amplitude of light entering plane P2 does not vary sion of the reference signal in the acousto-optc device which allowed

,, along y. At P2 a transparency is placed immediately in front of the so fterfrnesga nteaosootcdvc hc loe
us to record on the CCD the phase of the detected signals. This is

CCD camera. The intensity transmittance T(i, j) of this mask is necessary in this system because the Doppler information that is
eessential for the focusing in the azimuth () direction is encoded in

I I the phase of the range compressed signal Q(I ,5,n). In addition,
T(, - L o 2 -- (1 since the output forms on a carrier, it can be easily separated from

the bias term in Eq. (15).
where u. and b2 are constants that will be specified later. The In the j direction. Q(i, j) is also a sinc function whose position is
instantaneous intensity incident on the CCD is given by proportional to io, the location of the point scatterer on the ground

in the azimuth direction. The width of this sinc function is equal to
2 cAyRo/NvooT 2, and it determines the resolution in azimuth. In

I~i,.t)= T' . 13) ground coordinates iq, the width of the sinc function corresponds to
I(izt) - T(iy) Sl(tx) h(x,.) dx a(13) n azimuth resolution

The CCD is operatied in the shift-and-add mode.' In this mode of 6,= CRO ,_oRo/2Ds
operation the device is exposed to light periodically. The photogen- 2Nv0vT
crated charge is accumulated on the detector for a short time inter-
val, and after each exposure the entire photogenerated charge Ds = NvT is the distance that the vehicle collecting the SAR data
pattern is electronically shifted by one pixel along one of the dimen- travels during the time interval NT, and it is equal to the synthetic
sions of the CCD. The photogenerated charge due to the next aperture of the system. Therefore, the azimuth resolution obtained
exposure is simply added to the charge that is already stored in each with this processor conforms with previously derived results5 for
pixel, and then the process is repeated. In our system the charge SAR systems. The entire pattern in shifted in theydimension by the
transferring is done in synchronism with the PRF of the radar, and distance NAy. For a CCD with N pixels in the horizontal direction,
the integration period is set equal to the period T of the radar. The this implies that after the signal is integrated on the CCD for N
charge generated on the CCD during the nth radar pulse is given by pulses to produce a focused image, it arrives at the edge of the device

(at j = NAy) where a separate CCD stage transfers an entire line of

1+11TI2 the data (a slice of the image for each azimuth position) to the output
pin of the CCD device. The azimuth slices are continuously pro-

Q( sra) - )|(I,,t) dt duced as long as the flight continues, producing in real time an imageoI-TI of a long strip on the ground parallel to the direction of the flight.

r 2 -iv 4. DISCUSSION
- 23vrroT(i.y)A(nT)sinc bI _ 4 In this section we discuss some of the issues relative to the perfor-

v cmance of the optical processor we have described. We will address
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several performance criteria separately and comment on the effects tude if a pulsed gas laser is used. The additional factors mentioned in
o f the processor architecture and the devices used in the system. A our discussion on azimuth resolution also become increasingly
complete in-depth analysis of the performance is beyond the scope of important for finer range resolution.

4.4. Image du in range

: 4.1. AAzmuih IUlais The number of pixels in the range direction is limited by the space-
In the previous section we derived the formula for the resolution that bandwidth product of the AOD or the CCD in the nonshifting
can be obtained in the along track (azimuth) direction: direction, whichever is smaller. At the present time, the CCD

imposes this limit at approximately 163 pixels. The range coverage
cRO  can be extended by using several processors operating in parallel.

2Nv vT (16)
N5. Fxl
N is the only parameter in the above equation that is related to the A potential application for the AO/CCD processor is on-board
processor. N is the number of radar pulses that are used to form the real-time image formation. In such applications the radar geometry
SAR image of each point scatterer on the ground. In the AO/CCD can be expected to change from time to time or even continuously.
processor. N is also equal to the number of pixels of the CCD in the Enough flexibility must be built into the system so that it can be
shifting direction (y). Commercially available CCD cameras have adaptable to the changing conditions. One method for achieving this

* approximately 500 pixels. Several devices with approximately twice is by the use of a real-time 2-D spatial light modulator' in place of the
this number have recently been developed' or are currently under fixed mask in Fig. 2. The impulse response of the processor can then
development. If a CCD with 103 pixels is used, the azimuth resolu- be altered to track changes in the radar geometry.
tion obtainable with this processor is 22.5 meters on the gound. This 4.6. Djami range
figure was obtained by using the parameters of the SEASAT radar
that was flown by NASA. The azimuth resolution will, of course, be The dynamic range is defined as the maximum unsaturated bright-

4 different for different radars. To obtain lower resolution, larger ness in the SAR image divided by the minimum detectable level
"4 CCD's would have to be used. It is unlikely that a significant increase above the noise. In general, a large dynamic range can be observed in
q in the size of monolithic CCD cameras will take place in the near a SAR image because the noise detected at radio frequencies is very
J future, It is possible, however, to construct larger arrays by inter- effectively suppressed through the pulse compression in both range

facing a number of separate chips. As N is increased and finer and azimuth that is performed to bring the SAR image into focus.
resolution is achieved, other factors in the processor become limit- The potential for high dynamic range, however, can only be realized
ing such as optical aberrations, mchanical/electronic stability, and if the processor that forms the SAR image can provide it. In an
light source coherence over the time period NT. Finally, for low optical processor, essentially every component of the system con-
resolution imaging. some of the approximations that were made in tributes to diminish the dynamic range available at the output by
Sec. 2 may not be valid. For instane, if the approximation that the adding noise or by introducing nonlinearities and aberrations in the

" range of each point target remains constant as the plane flies past it system. In the AO/CCD processor, the CCD detector is the domi-
not valid, an effect known as range curvature' results. Range curva- ant factor that limits the dynamic range. The maximum brightness
ture can be corrected in our processor simply by tilting one of the of the SAR image is equal to the maximum charge that can be stored
cylindrical lenses in the system which introduces barrel distortion in each pixel of the CCD. minus the charge that corresponds to the
that can exactly cancel out the range curvature. bias terms in Eq. (IS) and the dark current that accumulates during

the integration time. The bias is signal dependent and is largest at

4.. Image i i aidmUb portions of the SAR image that have maximum average intensity.
Therefore, relatively sparse objects can be imaged with a larger

The AO/ CCD processor continuously produces slices of the SAR dynamic range. For a single point scatterer on the ground, the bias
images in the azimuth direction, and therefore the size of the SAR can be only 1/2 of the full dynamic ran.e of the CCD, but for aimage is not limited by the processor in this direction. distributed target the bias increases as %M, where M is the average

number of point scatterers on the ground that are located at the same
' 4.3. lange irnok m range in a distance NvT along the azimuth direction. The minimum

. The resolution in the range direction (J) on the ground is given by detectable level at the output of the processor is determined by the
fixed pattern noise of the CCD (the variation of the dark current

*wfc from pixel to pixel), optical scattering, quantum noise primarily due"a . • (17) to the bias, and thermal and amplifier noise from the electronics.' 0
2b Our calculations" show that the dynamic range of the images that

The bandwidth of the chirped radar pulses is equal to brf ir, and will be produced by the experimental processor we are presently

therefore the resolution in range is limited by the temporal band- constructing is -200:1. A commercially available CCD camera is

* width of the processor. The bandwidth of the AOD used in the used in the experimental processor, and post-detection signal pro-
. system is not the primarily limiting factor since devices with several cessing is applied in order to minimize noise. The dynamic range can

gipher p bandwidth are available. Moe importantly the duration be increased to over 103: I by cooling the CCD to eliminate the dark

of the light pulse to must be shorter than the inverse of the band- current and by using a CCD specifically designed for this application.
width of the signal to avoid smearing of the range compressed signal S. EXPERIMENT
[Eq. (14)). For typical radar bandwidths, to should be several nano-
gseconds. Several laser sources are capable of producing nanosecond The CCD camera is utilized in this system not only as the optical
pulses with adequate peak power. We are primarily considering laser detector but also as a multichannel correlator by operating it in the
diodes because they are compact and power efficient. Laser diodes shift-and-add mode described earlier. The signal that comes out at
can liae in a single mode under cw operation (and therefore be each column (at position i) of the device is the correlation between
coherent), but when they are pulsed, several modes exhibit pin the transmittance of the mask as a function of i at the same position
during the transients. The need for coherence in the system imposes i and the inal corresponding to the temporal variation of the
with present state-of-the-art devices a minimum pulse width of -20 incident light intensity. We have performed an experiment to dem-
as. Therefore, if a laser diode is used in the system, the bandwidth of onstrate the operation of the CCD as an optical multichannel corte-
the radar must be equal to S0 MHz, which corresponds to range lator. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. A light emitting
resolution equal to r m. This can be lowered by an order of magni- diode (LED) is used as the light source. The intensity of the LED is
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illuminates the mask denoted by M in Fig. 3. A photograph of this
*CCD L M L1  LED mask is shown in Fig. 4(b). The intensity transmittance in the vertical

42 II 4direction is a chirp signal whose chirp rate is proportional to the
4 * horizontal position. The signal at the center of the mask matches the

* - waveform that is used to modulate the LED. The mask is imaged by
ad I lens L2 onto the CCD, which is operated in the shift-and-add mode.
if j4The output signal from the CCD at each horizontal position is the

a ll"5i) correlation of the waveform modulating the LED and the transmit-
1I,~.dLI~htance of the mask at that horizontal position. The output waveformsI from the CCD from selected vertical locations are shown in Fig. 4(c).

This 2-D waveform is known as the ambiguity function' 2 of the chirp
signal, and Fig. 4(c)displays the familiar tilted-ridge structure of the

-~ . ambiguity function for this particular waveform.
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HORIZONTAL 7. APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQUATION (14)
PIXEL.

- .F t+nTI2

JIT.

1!li j~ i ~ Ij'lSubstituting Eq. (13) in Eq. (14):

t+nT12 2

(a)jn f (t)hx.dx dt .(Al)
I so t-nT,2I

0or We will first evaluate the integral over x. in the above expression.
* Using Eqs. (10) and (11):

20. g 8t'i) =JS (t. x) h(x i) dx,

(C) Subtitutin the e presinsfr' tnr(tt fro Eqs 7)2 ad9)

=frc t ) v xpb(x

~~ intetitsity detcte byresin the PCtD [the functio from E.j. (7 an) inEq9):

Fig a .funcionoft lI oube n. Te dua inu ofLthi wveform is) eqaox r + xk-v)

or, tepwavefomlte in Fig. chir) isi30 gzand sdurain is 4a). The TO X±) Ij,~o (t ,

to NT.' sad its bandwidth is equal to v0 v2NT/cR. SThe bandwidth Lt V v.J
.: CCD we used in this experiment has N = 5 12 pixels in the vertical + Bx 1v

dimension, and therefore the duration of one second corresponds to
S a radar pulse repetition frequency equal to I IT = 0.5 kHz. Thesev

Sparameters were chosen to be approximately equal to the parame- J2rl-A tens of an experimental aircraft radar which is flown periodically by xpjxi2 exp )dx .(M3)

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. We intend to use data collected by exvb~ i 2  -2i
this radar to test the processor when it is completed.

Theligt fomthe LED is collimated by lens Ll in Fig. 3, and it and the expression for the received signal r(t) from Eq (6) is
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t ( T (x r [t-2R,/c-nT+xV]

~~cR*n (vT welx ~t) -]p ex [ib+ -Rap n~/v

X e wvL 0  jVT % CP LjOvtzv) ej 1 j rv 0  v11 (t~x/v,j]+Bx i2rv2(t+x/v)4

X gap [bb, (- i? exp (-j2uvvx/v,,) dx .A4

The laser pulse width ro i chosen sufficiently smalle r tha n the ba nd wid th of the radar puIses (-r,< b-r /w) so that th e temporalI va ria tion of the
% signal in the above eq uati on ca n be neglected over the d ura t ion of ea ch ligh t pulIse. WitIh t his a pproxi ma t ion Eq.- (M4) ca n be rewrit ten as follows,( -nT et[/ -2tc

So) fe x(j2srv, ) M ,n ret) exp [jb(xlv0 -2R 0 1c?]

X exp [- 2..o (vnT-%o9+ Dexp [j2w(v2-v 1)x/v 0] cap (i2w(v-vt)nT4 cap [b,(x-i9] dx .(AM)

WecanassumethatiXi >v r+2R va/c. i.e.. the range delay is such that the reflected nadar pulse is entirely in the aperture of the AODat the
* instant the laser is pulsed. TAis can be ensured by appropriately setting the relative phase of the radar and laser pulse repetition frequencies. The
* parameter b (the focusing power of the optical system in the x direction) is set equal to b/ v. 2. Finally, the offset frequency v - vi is made to be

equal tom 1/+, where in is an integer. This can be accomplished by deriving v, - v2 from the pulse repetition frequency I IT. 7?he function g(ix t)
can then be written as follows:

(_i t- nT )2,rT ep vv0 1.T-io ep(jbP x (j lbtR2 fec (xlv.-2R0 IC\

f 2b 1 +t - T
X cap =j (i20 V/ xjd Reap [j2,(v 2 -v,)i/v,] cap [jwZ~2 -v9bo

X IA(nT)v,,rsinc [- L(a-2Rov.IC] cap "- O vnT%9] exp 2b (i-21 v/c) (2ROve,/c]

x eap (V± -4Ro2 v.2Ic2] + Bexp [j2ir(v -v2)i/v,] cap [irr2(v2-v?/b4 (M6)

We substitute the above expression in Eq. (14):

t+ aT /2 £et ( - T 
bliKT)=T(i,3) f TO~L JIA(nT)I2v,2,2sinC; [e ?(i-2ovalc) + 1912 + 2B A(nT) ve

t-aT/2 1

Lir.*J s r2vv 2-v,)i 2Crv~ ~b~ Ti5)vv 0 ~T
r Lc (i. 2 1kVel /Cos + TotrvnTI ]}dt =2~~)vrO~T

)( sine jc (i- 2 ROV.IcJ cos [2i(v 2 - v)i/v. + 2,rv0(vnT - 0)/cR 0 + 0] + bias terms .(14)
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In the above equation, the phase terms from Eq. (A6) that do not Equation (313) and the value we previously chose for uo provide all
depend on the index n have been lumped in the parameter ~.the information necessary to construct the mask that is used in the

system. Equation (3) is substituted in Eq. (32), and all inconse-
8. APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQUATION (15) quential phase terms are included in the parameter 0. Equation (312)

then reduces to the following equation:

NN

X A(nT) cos; [""lox +(4,rv0'?T 2 /cAyR 0 )
Substitute Eq. (14) in the above equation and the expression for the I
transmittance of the mask from Eq. (12):X y(7A/T Nyn#]B)

Q~~y =~ 3vrr 2 2 The summation over n in Eq. (104) is recognized as the discrete cosine
* transform"1 of the antenna pattern A(nT). In order to get an approx-

2/ imate result, we can assume that the antenna pattern is so broad in
" cos [2suoi-rb2 &y-(n-N)Ay)I) the azimuth direction that its main lobe uniformly illuminates a

distance vNT on the ground. Therefore, A(nT) is approximately a

" A~T Ein br (2Rkv/)] constant for 0> n> N. and Eq. (B4) can be evaluated as follows" :

" Cos [2(v 2 -v);4v0+2irv(vnT-, 0 9cR0+,] (BI) Q.')=(Bv arr0/ 2) sinc [(br/ vv,) (x -2Rova/1c)]

The spatial frequency u. on the mask must be selected so that the sin [(2Nrv~v2T2/c~yR0 ) (j-(soy/vT)+N~y)]
sum frequency up+(v -v )/v, of the two cosine functions in the x 0
above equation is suf1ciently large so that the signal term that is sin [(27rvov2T2/cAyR0) (j-(i~ 0 Ay/vT)+ NAy)]
riding on the sum frequency can be separated from the bias terms in
the spatial frequency domain. To accomplish this, we set uz, =X cos(41rux +#) (115)
0v2 - v )/v%. We write the product of the cosines as a sum, and the
term of interest in Eq. (B I) takes the following form:

The ratio of the sines in Eq. (135) can be approximated by a sinc
Qi')=(3v~rr0 /2)sinc [(br/ iv,) (i -2Rkovc)] function for large N, and this leads us to the final form of Eq. (I5):

X A(nT) cos [4tr'oi - ib 2 i/i Q7,7) N otr0 2) sinc [(b-r/tv,) (x-2R~v,/c)]

K' X sinc [(2Nvov2T'/cAyR,) (y-(iAy/vT)+ NAy)]
+ 2irb2 (n-N)Iyy/i- srb2 A92(n-N9/i+2vv 2 T2n2 /cR0  o 4ux+0

- 4rvounTs,,cR,+2wv 0 ,10
2/cR 0+#] . (132)
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0
ABSTRACT

The principles of operation of the Acousto-optic/CCD real-time SAR processor are re-
viewed and experimental results are presented. The interferometric detection method used
in this system is also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)imaging (1 ,2)is the first problem to which optical com-
puters were successfully applied, initially in the late 50's. The requirements of modern
radars such as real-time image formation, better image quality and on-board processing
capability, gannot be met by the film based optical SAR processors. We have recently
introduced (1#4 )a technique for real-time optical SAR processing that utilizes an acousto-
optic device (AOD) as the input electronic-to-optical transducer and a CCD image sensor on

* which tae SAR image is formed. The advanced (and continuously improving) state-of-the-art
of AOD's and CCD's results in a system that is relatively compact, power efficiea,, inex-
pensive and flexible. Therefore, we expect that this processor can be advantageous over
digital systems in many of the applications of SAR. In this paper, we present recent
experimental results and we discuss the interferometric detection scheme used in the system.

II. TIME-AND-SPACE INTEGRATING PROCESSING

*SAR is a 2-D signal processing problem because the data collected by the radar is
essentially an uifocused image and the processing required in a 2-D linear operation that
brings this data into focus. AOD's are used in the processor described in this paper to
convert the RF signals to modulated light waves. Since AOD's are l-D spatial light
modulators we will first discuss how 2-D processing can be accomplished with I-D devices.
The approach we have selected is to process the data by qptial integration in one of its
dimensions and by temporal integration along the second . This is shown in block
diagram form in Figure 1.

SEQUENTIAL ACOUSTO1 1-D SPACE 2-D TE1
I RASTER I OPTIC J = INTEGRATING IINTEGRATINGi , (X,)
SCANNER I DEVICE IJOPTICAL PROCESSORI [vETECTOR

SF(x,y) F(x,nay)

LFiure 1. Time-and-Space Integrating Processor of 2-D Signals
L..fixy) be an arbitary 2-D function to which we wish t9 apply a linear operator charac-

terised by the impulse response h. The processed data g(x,y) is in the form

90tt) - ff f(xy) h (xty,9) dxdy. (1)

To opute g, the function f(xy) is first sampled in the y dimension. If f(x,y) is an
image, a raster scanning TV camera can be used to perform the sampling. In SAR, the data
is already sampled by the pulsed radar waveform. The sampled data can be thought of as an
ensemble of N one dimensional signals, f(x,nay), where N is the number of samples in the y

*direction and Ay is the sampling period. Each of the l-D signals is sequentially entered
into the optical system through the AOD and processed by spatial integration. At the
time the nth line is at the input plane of the optical system, the light at the output is
modulated by

gn M ,9) mff(x,nby) h (x,t,nay,g) dx, (2)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~..'.'."".."...........".....",. ."• "-...... - . . . .. " - • .
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Where h is the spatial impulse response of the optical system and (*,9) are the output
co-ordinates. g (2,9) is detected and stored on a 2-D CCD array. The different lines of
data are sequentlally entered In the system and the corresponding responses accumulated on

. tae time integrating CCD. The charge accumulated on the CCD after all X lines of data
have been processed is proportional to

V
(t,P) - ZI jf(x,nAY) h (XV*na.y,t) di. (3)

Eq. (3) is essentially identical to Zq. (1) vith the continuous variable y replaced by nay
and the integration over y replaced by the summation over n. The final issue that has to
be addressed is whether an optical system can be implemented with an impulse response
h(x,tnAy,?). This impulse response corresponds to the most general 2-D linear operation
(Eq. 1). It is a function of three spatial variables and it must be updated for each n
(eacn line of input-data). It is not in general feasible to implement an optical system
with a controllable impulse response in this form. It is however, possible to do so, for
two very important special forms of the function hs a) if h Is shift invariant
(h(x.*,nAyV) - h(x+*,P.nay), 2-D convolution/correlation can be implemented. (G)b) if h
is separable in x and y (h(x,*,nAyt- h1 (x,*) h2 (nAy,9)), operations such as the 2-D
Fourier Transform can be performed' '. The signal processing required for BAR image
formation is also a 2-D linear operation with a separable kernel and therefore the time-
and-space integrating processing method is applicable to this problem.

* II1. BAR

The geometry of the side-looking radar is shown in Figure 2. The vehicle that collects
* the BAR data is flying with constant velocity in the direction x parallel to the ground.

Coded pulses are transmitted by the antenna mounted on the vehicle and a portion of the
ground is illuminated. The reflections from the ground are detected at the vehicle. The
position of eacii point reflector on the ground in the y-direction (range) in Figure 2 is
estimated by measuring the round-trip delay of the radar pulses. The position of each
target in the x-direction

£

RADAR
TRAJECTORY

R ILLUMINATED

SCATTERER AT (io, ,O)

Figure 2. BAR Geometry

(azimuth) Is determined by measuring the Doppler frequency shift of consecutive radar
pulses. As the vehicle approaches a stationary point reflector the relative velocity
cmponent results In a blue Doppler shift on the reflected pulses. When the vehicle crosses
over the reflector there is no relative velocity component and no frequency shift and when
the vehicle flies away from a red Doppler shift results. The signal processor estimates
the range and Doppler parameters of the reflected signals for all points on the ground
simultaneously, to form a complete BAR Image. The reflected radar signals in BAR are
normally thought of as a 2-D data set. The first dimension, q, is formed by the time
history of each reflected pulse and the second dimension, C. is formed by the consecutive

• . ,. ,. ,r .. . " . . .;. ... ., r. .. ,., • . . . • .• ,. ' , ., .- "4. .
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radar pulses. It can be shown (2) that the signal reflected from a sinle oint
reflector located at co-ordinates (Kx,, y-yo) on the ground, arra d in th 2-D format
is given by 

n
Mot) jk, (Yxo)2y o + :k2 (v1iYo) 2  (4)

where k and k are constants determined by the parameters of the radar and we have assumed
that tn& transittted pulses are linear frequency modulated (LF). if the function in Eq.
(4) Is recorded as a 2-D optical transparency, an asymmetric zone plate is formed. The
image of the point reflector on the ground is formed by focusing this zone plate. The

* focusing operation Is described mathematically by the following 2-D integral:

jkI C-X)2/y -jk2 Wny)2
g(x,y) uj f( ,nl) 0 ax/rr

AA2A

jk1 (Xc2 2 )0 k2 (O 2 -y 2 )

sS ":~l -j°/Y :2k2 'i (Y-Y°)

- •., n L " s % J in c ( j 5 )- k x2x) j 2 ( 0 - 2  sine [k(X-co) sn 5

A is the interval of integration in the azimuth () dimension and it is proportional to
;Ae number of radar pulses that are integrated to form the SAR image. A is the interval
of integration in the range (n) dimension and it Is determined by the duiatjon of the
transmitted coded pulses. Eq. (5) demonstrates that the image g(x,y) for a single point
target is a focused spot centered at the co-ordinates x ,y ) . Since the operations
involved are linear, the entire image is formed for an aibiary ground reflectivity. The

* signal processing required is described by Eq. (5), and it is important to notice that the
kernel of this operation is separable in n and C. We rewrite Eq. (5) in order to emphasize
this point.

* g(xy) - f j dn e (C+x) /Y

A1 A2

I A 2

-j 2 (&+x) /y
Alh(yedC. (6)l

This separability allows us to process the radar data f(CTI) first along the range (n)
dimension for each value of the parameter C. Since I corresponds to different radar pulses,
the reflection received for each transmitted pulse is processed in n (the time history of
each return) to focus the SAl image in range. The range focused image is then processed

* across the consecutive pulse returnr (C) to produce the final image. The required
processing operation in C , depends on y and therefore a different processing operation must
be performed for each position in range. For real-time image formation, an array of
parallel processors is needed in the azimuth direction, one for each range resolution cell.

:~ "s
I - I ' k . .... ........- -",........ .'..-. . ". -.... ' . .. ."
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We present the range processor in the following section and the azimuth processor in
section V. The interferometric detection that is necessary to integrate the two processors
into a eomplete SAR Imager is discussed in section VI.

IV. RANGE PROCESSOR

* A sc;4ematic diagram of the range processor Is shown in Figure 3. Recognizing the fact
* that the C dimension Is sampled by the pulsed radar waveform, we replace C with the discrete

variable nA, where n is an integer and A( is proportional to the pulse repetition period
of the radar. The received signal f(nAC,q) is applied to the AOD and the system is
illuminated with a pulsed light source. The PRF of the light source is equal to the PR?
of the radar. The timing of the light pulses is set such that they occur at the instant
the acoustic signal in the AOD

-"PULSED y- RANGE

LIGHT
~SOURCE

h(nAC,y)L, ;IMAGE FOCUSED
La IN RANGE ONLY

RADAR
SIGNAL f*"

Figure 3. Range Processor

corresponds to the reflected signal for each radar pulse that is transmitted. This
acoustic signal in the AOD consists of a multitude of spatially misaligned LF signals.
Each LPN causes a portion of the incident light beam to be diffracted into a diverging
spherical wave that is focused by lens L2 in Figure 3. The position in the y-dimension at
which the light from each LFN is focused at the output plane, is proportional to the
position of the LFN in the AOD at the instant the light source is pulsed. This position
is in turn proportional to the range of each target on the ground; reflection from targets
relatively close to the radar ore received earlier and propagate relatively farther in the
AOD at the instant the light source is pulsed. The focusing action of the lens is
described mathematically by the integral over q in Eq. (6).and the output of the processor
in Figure 3 is the SAR image focused in range only.

The range processor described above has been assembled and tested. The experimental
met-up is shown in Figure 4a. A pulsed laser diode, operating at 830 nm wavelenght, .5

-* watts peak power and pulse width 50 nsec was the light source in ths experiment. A
spherical lens was used to collimate the light from the laser diode. The AOD shown in
'Figure 4a has 40 MHz bandwidth and 10 usec aperture. Cylindrical optics were used to match

* the shape of the light beam to tie aperture of the AOD. The signal applied to the AOD is
shown in Figure (4b). The consecutive LF signals were generated by a Surface-Acoustic
wave device at a 10 EWX PRF. The duration of each LP4 was 6 isec and the bandwidth 20 MHz
for display purposes. The laser diode was pulsed at the same PR7, delayed by approximately

- 15 isec, to allow the signal to propagate through the SAW and the AOD. The light diffracted
by the AOD was brought Into focus with a 391 mm focal length spherical lens. The dif-
fracted beams were converging in this experiment and the focal plane was found approximately
360 m after tae spherical lens. The collimated undiffracted light was spatially separated

* from the signal beam at this point and the signal was detected by a linear detection array.
'* Thirty light pulses were Integrated on the array before it was read-out. The signal from

the detector is displayed in Figure 4c and it shows the two LPN signals compressed and
therefore the SAR Image brought Into a sharp focus In range.

.e' .•""
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0* 352-16
V. AZINUTH PROCZSSOR

The range focused image must be processed In the E dimension (over many r arpulses)
to produce an image focused in both dimensions. An electro-optic processor IM) that

* utiliaes a 2-D CCD detector is used for this purpose. A schematic diagram of the azimuth
processor is shown in Figure S. The light distribution at the input plane P, Is the same
light taat appears at the output of the range processor of Figure 3.

Y CCD
h A b FOCUSED

1'1
p!ILI MASK ,/

P, 4,
i P2  I 3

Figure 5. Azimuth Processor

Let n(n&C,y) denote the light amplitude at P at the range position y during the nth radar
palse. The light from P is collimated in t~e vertical x) direction and imaged in y onto
plane P2. A mask is pla ed at plane P2 with amplitude transmittance

tm(xfy) - e (7)

This is the kernel function in the azimuth (M) direction from Eq. (6). The complex trans-
mittance function is implemented by writing the data on a spatial carrier. The light
immediately after the mask is modulated by the product h(nLC,y) t (x y). Plane P is
imaged in both dimensions onto plane P , where the 2-D CCD array Vs placed. The light
incidant on the CCD is interferometricilly detected. The entire charge pattern stored on
the array in shifted by one pixel in the x-direction after each light pulse. In other
words, the CCD vertical transfer rate is also equal to the radar PRF. The photogenerated
caarge due to consecutive light pulses continues to accumulate on the travelling charge-
pattern in the CCD. The relative motion between the charge on the CCD and the fixed msk
provides the mechanism by which the correlation between the input h(n&Ey) and . -jk2l/y
(the transmittance of the mask) is computed at each range position y. The charge
accumulated on the CCD after N radar (and light) pulses is given by (4)

9I -jk 2  (xn (-lqac) 2

Z h(nAA,y)e - g (x-NAcy). (8)
n-l

e we recognize by inspection of Eq. (6), that Eq. (8) is the focused SAR image shifted in the
x direction by NA. The number, N, of pulses that are integrated to form the SAR image is
equal to the number of pixels of the CCD in the x direction. Therefore, the shift in x by
N pixels reveals the fact that the lines of the focused SAR image form sequentially at the
bottom row of the array, where they are transferred to the output shift-register and read-
out. The lines of the image (slices along the range dimension) are continuously produced
at a rate equal to ts PRF of the radar.

* A photograph of the experimental azimuth processor Is shown in Figure 6. A light
emitting diode (LED) was used as the source in this experiment. The LED was temporally
modulated with a slow varying LFM

, : , , -. -, '. v - . . . -. - . . v - . . . . . . . . - . . - - -: -. . . " . - .: - - . . , - . -
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W) Focused 17K signals.
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Figure 6. Txperimental in
O Azimuth Processor

Figure 7. a) Input L4
Wavefr b) Mask
c) Ambiguity Function

agnl to stimulate the variation of fthe) In (see sq. (4). The bandwidth of this
sIgnal (corrisponding to the Doppler bandwidth) was 30 z and its duration 1 second. This
wavefore is shown in Figure a The light from the LED was ollimated by lens L1  in
Figure t and it alluamnated mask hewn in Fagure 7b and marked k n Figure 6. themask was imaged by lens L= onto the CCD. The CCD is a burnesd channel device with 512

pixels in the vertical (sifting) direction and 320 ln the horizontal. The CCD was clocked
hriAontally at .S1Hz. Therefore each charge packet that reached the output stage at the* bottom of the device had accumulated charge for (312) x 2 macc - 1.024 seconds, which was

approximately equal to the duration of the iput (Fe signal. The transmittance of the
mask in Figure 7b is aLFM signal in the vertical direction and the FM rate varies along
the y direction. The signal clocked out from each column of the CCD in the correlation of
the tempor l aignal that dustes the LED and the transttance of the mask in the
vertaorl directAon. The output of the CcD at selected horizontal paxel locations is shown
in FIgure 7c A match between the input wavefr and the transmittance of the mask was

obtfirnd at the iddle of the array (pixel i0) where we obtan the sutocorrelation of the
thN. pte Tgnls c at other locations ars the cross-c rreltiaon of the bea with he
versions of itself. The enire 2-D waveform is known as the ambiguity surface prdc and
the familiar tilted ridge structure of the ambiguity function of the LFN is evident inFigpure 7c.

VI. Iu~m o ,mUC DETECTIZON

O 55e overall l processor i s synthesized by interfacing therange And Rzimuth processors.
Thi interface however must be coherent because the information needed to focus the SAR
image in azimuth, is encoded in the phase of the range compressed signals (the Doppler
frequency shift). Therefore the phase of the itght must be recorded on the CCD as well as
th mplitude. Thi can only be accomplished by introducing a reference beam so that the
phase can be recorded on the interference pattern. Interferometrjc detection will in
general decrease the dynamic range and the available space-bandwidth product and it imposes
stricter requirements for mechanical stability and coherence of the sou :ce. In this

* section we describe the interferometric detectiton scheme we use in the SAl processor that

minimises most of these problems and we report experimental results of interferometric
detection with pulsed laser diodes.

-- ., . . . .... . . .- -. , - . - - "i/'" 'tt"'"-":-"''"';/, " . . . . .. . . '." .." " . . . . . . .. . . . ... - . - .o" .. . . .'--" :''' :- 
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The interferometric system is shown In Figure 1. It ts. similar to the range processor
shown in Figure 5. In this came hovever, the radar signal after it is mixed to the center
frequency Wi of the AOD It is added to a reference sinusoid at a frequency w2 . The

PULSED, CCD

"" PUJLSER L

'PRF L l LF,-&

XN COS(wt) x-RADAR SIGNAL
OSCILLAT-04

Figure 6. Range Processor including interferometric detection.

difference frequency (w -w )/2w is chosen to be equal to the bandwidth of the radar wave-
form. The combined wavifoi; is applied to the AOD and a pulsed light source is used as
before. Tne light diffracted by the OD consists of two separate waves: a converging wavp
due to tae LFM radar signal and a collimated beam due to the reference signal at w . Lenses
L and L, are separated by the sum of their focal lengths. This arrangement collilates the
plane wa~e reference after L and it images the focal plane of the LFM signal onto the CCD.
The temporal frequency offade between the signal and the reference results in an angular
offset between the focusing signal and the collimated reference that are co-incident on the
CCD. The interference pattern is recorded on a spatial carrier and it can be separated
from the bias terms by filtering. This frequency offset however, also introduces different
Doppler frequency shifts on the two diffracted bqqms, which can wash out the fringes
when many pulses are integrated on the detector ). This is avoided by locking the
difference frequency J.l-w /2v to the PRF of the laser diode. We show some of the inter-r" ferometrically detected silnals using this method, in Figure 9. The optical system shown
In Figure I was assembled and a LYN test signal with 20 MHz bandwidth was applied as the

W:A; F - . .

- -.ci.,*

(a) (b) (C)

kigurs 9. Interferometrically detected waveforms using a puse laser diode
Source.

radar signal. The reference signal was equal to the center frequency of the LYM when the
photographs shown in Fig. 9 were taken. Figure 9a shows the interference pattern at the
Image plane of the ADD where the diffracted LFN wave (a purely phase modulated optical
beam) is Interfered with the reference beam. The LF14 is reconstructed at baseband.
Figure Ob shows the interference of the focused LFM and the reference beam. In this
Instance, destructive interference is observed. When a phase delay 10 is introduced
electronically in the reference beam, the interference becomes constructive. (Fig. 9).
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These results are very encouraging since the pulsed laser diode used In this experiment

* (pulse width - 5s nsec, PRF - 10 KHz is designed for a high peak power (1.5 watts) and
consecutively it has a very short coherence length. Our ability to obtain strong inter-
ference away from the image plane, demonstrates that the introduction of the reference
beam through the same Bragg cell as the signal beam, minimizes the coherence requirements
because the optical paths of the two beams are equalized very effectively.
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Appendix Ve
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f'STUACT

An optical processing technique is presented that allows the processing of images using an
acousto-optic device as the input light modulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image Processing is one of the most promising applications for optical computers because the
* mulzidimensional processing space and the parallelism of the optical system can be very effectively

utilized to represent and perform computations on images. The practical realization of optical
image processing ay~tems however, has been Impeded by the slow development of real-time 2-D spatial
light modulators (SLM). Such devices are used In a conventional optical image processor, to create
at high speed a transparency corresponding to an input Image. In a coherent optical computer good
optical quality of the SLM is essential as well as speed and resolution. A number of 2-D SL.'s
have been under development for several years Ill. but none of these devices have yet reached a
mature state of development that would allow Its routine use In Image processing systems. In this

* paper we consider the Implementation of optical imge processors using an Acousto-Optic Device (AMD)
as the input SLIM. AOD's are excellent light modulators and are commonly used to optically process
I-D signals 12]. The relative disadvantage of AOD's Is that they can only produce light modulation
along one spatial dimension. Thus, If an AOD Is to be used as the input transducer to an image
processing system, we must find ways to represent 2-D functions through a l-D device and design
optical processor architectures that can process the imges as they are represented by the AOD.

In Section II, we discuss the general concepts relsting to the representation and processing
of images using AOD's. In Section 2I1, we describe the Implementation of 2-D linear, shift invariant
operations and in Section IV, we discuss the Implementation of 2-D linear operations with separable
kernels.

11. GENERAL CO;CEPTS

Optical Image processing systems typically perform linear operations on the input image f(aE)
Swhich can be described by a superposition Integral:

gCCr ) - rj f (,) h(mB, ,n)dadB, (1)

where b Is the Impulse response of the linear operation and g(C,7l) Is the processed Image. We will
address two related issues: a) how will the function f(a.$) be entered in the optical system through
the AOD, and b) what Is the optical system architecture that can Implement Equation (1).

* A schematic diagram of an ADD Is shaon In Figure 1. The device consists of a piezoelectric
transducer bonded onto the acousto-optic crystal. An electronic signal applied to the piezoelectric
transducer induces an acoustic wave which propagates along the s-direction In the crystal with
acoustic velocity v. Wen the device Is Illuminated with a collimated light beam, a portion of the
incident light Is diffracted due to the acousto-optic interaction. The amplitude of the light
diffracted in she first order is modulated by rect(f) (t4-), where s(t) Is the electronic signal
applied to the device and A is the aperture of the device. In other words, at any Instant in tile
t the amplitude of the diffracted light Is spatially msoulated by the signal s(t) for t t(t +-.
t9e space-bandwidth sroduct of the device is w - y S where I is the tempora) bandwidth. *For a
typical AOD, N Is l0 - 104. For he majority of Image processing appli.. Ons, the input image has
a space-bandwidth product of (SOD)' or more. Thus, am AoD can only represent approximately one line

,. - . , . - . I... . . * . -
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Figure 1. Acousto-optic Spatial Light Modulator

of an input Image f(M,B) at one time. Since the AOD must be addressed electronically, the Image
f(a.S) is converted to an electronic signal by a scanning sensor, such as a TV camera. The raster
scanned signal a(t). Is related to f(a.) by the following relation:

SW(t) 1 Li five(t-nT),nAy ]  
(2)

where v is the scanning velocity of the TV camera In the o direction, 6y is the resolution of f(a,8)
In the I direction, T Is the duration of each raster line (Tvs is the size of the Image In the a
direction), n Is an Integer and N Is the total number of raster lines In the 8 direction (Ny is the
size of f(a,8) In the 0 direction).

If am AOD Is driven by the signal In Equation (2) the diffracted light is modulated propor-
tionally to

.4 R
54)p f IV (t-A - nT),nayJ rect().

The light source 12lminating the AOD is pulsed at time instances t-nT. If the light pulse Is made
shorter than the Inverse of the bandwidth of s(t), at time t-nT the diffracted light Is modulated by

(nT + !) - f(xny) ()
V

In Equation (4) we assume v -v for simplicity and Tvs=A. From Equation (4) we conclude that at each
instant tenT the AOD spatially modulates the light with the nth raster line of f(aB) and the
different lines are entered consecutively In time. For a fixed position X-xo in Equation (4), the
*light Is temorall% modulated by the function f(xo,6), sampled In 0. In essence, one of the
diacniCons of f(mj,) Is represented In one spatial coordinate of the optical system and the second
In time. The representation of f(aos) by the AOD, suggests that a combination of spatial and temporal
integration must be used in any optical processor that would process an Image represented in this
mier 13].

If the sampling In the B direction is done at the lyquist rate, we can rewrite the expression
of a Seneral 2-D linear operation (Equation (1)) in terms of the signal in Equation (4).

a
8" (C,w') L 1 f(zenhy) h~xzu yCo?)dx CS)
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Since the Index n In Equation (4) represents different Instances It times the sumetion over n In
Equation (5) can be Implemented In an optical processor by time integration on a detector. Thore-
fore, we turn our attention to the optical Implementation of the Integral In x In Equation (5).

For each value of n, this Integral represents a linear system, with a one-dimensional Input
* function and a three-dimensional Impulse response. The optical Implementation of such a system is

In general difficult. because three Independent dimensions are required and we only have two spatial
dimensions to work with. However, the Implementation Is possible for several forms of the function
b(e,,Cvi). Specifically If b Is shift Invariant (i.e., hMa.B.I,T) - h(C-a.i-) or separable in a
and 0. (i1.,-*-- F~Ti - hl(o,-). h2(0,Ti)) It Is possible to configure optical processor architec-
tures that can Implement Equation (5). These two cases are very significant because In practice the
majority of the linear operations that are comonly performed on Imagery, are Indeed shift Invariant

* or separable. In the following sections we describe the Implementation of acousto-optic systems
that perform Image correlation and Fourier transformations.

Ill. SHIFT INVARIANIT OPERATIONS

For a shift Invariant system, Equation (5) can be rewritten as follows.

$(.a f f(x~nAy) h(C-xTr-nAy)dx

i- Iff(z~n~y) h(C-x,Ai)dx6(r- # n~y)d4 , (6)

where 6( )Is the Impulse function.

* For each value of the Integer a. the term In the brackets In Equation (6) Is the l-D convolution
of f(x,*Ay) with h(x,1 ) for all values of the Independent variable A.

An optical Implementation of such a multichannel l-D convolver Is shown In Figure 2.
The light In plane ?I Is modulated by an AOD along the i-direction by f(x,n~y). The light Is
collimated In the direction orthogonal to x by lens Lland Fourier transformed by L2 along the
x-direction. The amplitude of ta., light Illuminating Plane P2 Is uniform In the t direction and is
modulated by the Fourier transform of f(x,uAy) in the horizontal direction. The filter function

* h(x64) is Fourier transformed along a only and a hologram of this transform Is formed. The hologram
Is placed In 71. The light at each position V - 4o~ Immediately following the hologram is modulated
by the product of the transform of h(z.,1i) and f(x,n~y). The cylindrical lens L4 retransforns this
product In the u-direction and lens L3 Images Plane P2 onto Plane P3 In the A direction. The light
Is detected Interferometrically by a 2-D detector at the Output Plane P3. At each location 4. in
73 the detected signal Is modulated in the x-direction by the convolution of the function f(x,n~y)
and h(x,f6). In other words, the light distribution at the output Plane P2 Is the tern in the

* brackets In Equation (6). According to Equation (6) this function must be shifted in the 11
direction by nMy and the sisation over a performed to obtain the output g(C,n). The vertical
coordinate on the detector Is denoted by in to distinguish It from the coordinate In the same plane
associated with the optical system. If 11 - f-nAy then the detected signal when written in detector
coordinates Is in the desired form and the summation over n can be simply accomplished by letting
the signals for different a accumulate on the time Integrating detector. Wde therefore focus on the
Interpretation of the condition ri - 4-nhy. For u-0 no data has entered the system yet and Ti - fl,
i.e. the coordinate of the optical system ant .,be detector coordinates coincide. For awl,

* * A.Ty which means that after the first line of data. f(x,Ay) has entered the system and the
output Is detected, the detector mat be shifted In the rl direction by one pixel. In general, after
oawch line antars the system and Is processed, the detector Is moved relative to the optical system
by see pixel. In practice, this relative motion can be achieved by mechanically moving either the
hologram or the detector relative to each other or by using an optical scanner at some point
between the hologram and detector planes. Most conveniently however, a CCD camera, can be used as
the detector. In a CCD the photogeneratied charge that Is stored in each pixel can be shifted to an
adjacent pixel by applying an electrical waveform to the device [4]. This mechanism Is normally

* used to a CCD camera to read-out the detects. Image as a video signal. In our system, the charge
tsamafer inchamism of 00e device am be utilized to Implement the shifting of the detector
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CAn be Implemented with this technique If the Eernel Is separable. For Instance, a 2-D Mellin trans-
form which is useful for scale Invariant Image recognition, can be calculated in real time. There
IS a variety of optical architectures with which Equation (7) can be Implemented [5). Wde will

Teamlt the specific eaople of a particular Implementation of the 2-D Fourier transform In order to
exemplify LMe signal processing method. The 2-D Fourier transform of f (a.B) is given by
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g(j.) "$ f(a.B)e a j21n du dB (8)

and in the sampled form of Equation (7).

8(C.U) - I$f(x.ny) ao 2 IXld] *
12in I  (9)

The optical architecture that can Implement Equation (9) is shown in Figure 3. The raster
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Figure 3. Acousto-optic Dmae Fourier Transforming System

scanned signal corresponding to the Input Image Is applied to AOD1. The system is illuminated wi,'i

a pulsed light source as we described In the previous section. During the nth light pulse, the

Light diffracted by AODl is f(x,nby). The cylindrical lens L collimates the light In the direction

orthogonal to x and L forms the Fourier transform of f(xny) In the x-direction and displays It at

plane Pl. A second AD Is placed at ?l. The acoustic wave propagates in the direction orthogonal

to s, denoted by 11 In Figure 3. The signal r(t) Is applied to AOD2, where

N t-nT
r(t) - I., cos[(w0 4 Uhv)t3 rect(---) (10)

more W0 Is the center frequency of ADD2 and Aw is a fixed 
frequency Increment. The amplitude

*1 A zhml.".-- -
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of the light diffracted by ADD2 Is modulated by

U 4nv-l j (V 04%W6)(.'/V)
tarct' )T

At times t-nT and assuming the aperture of AOD2 is equal to A-vT the modulation is

w hat* T Is the width of the light pulse and we assume 7 < W. aelso set T W.- The light after

AOD2 is modulated by the product of the Fourier transform o f(x,nAy) and Equation (12):

V.- 1;T jwt
tact4-j-) e , FA X.( .) a (13)

where F (4,n) a Jf(znay) e 21 x4,.

Plane Pl is Imaged onto the output plane P2 by the spherical lens L3 . A reference plane wave Is
also made incident on plane P2 . The amplitude of the reference beam is modulated by

.4

2i1ine~' ej a e ot , ( 14 )

where Nis the angle of the reference Lean. A 2-D time Integrating detector Is placed at P2. The
signal, D(',t^n). detected during each light pulse is the time Integrated intensity of the total
light amplitude (the sun of Equations (13) and (14)).

21nrl 2i'sine R
F x(E.n)e 1 TrV 12

S2 in RE 2vn + .(En)]
2TI F(&n.)Icos[ - A

4Bias term.

The signal accumulated on the detector after 9 pulses Is given by:

* ,

jl,n) - 2 A1 F(~n rMs--~.- +

;_ Bas terms

- 2ig(C.)Ico A[----- - ) Bis terms (16)

what* 8( ) a es ( WO Is the 2-0 Yourier transform of f(o*,) as defloidgIn Equatic.i (9).
Thus the 2-D transform form on the detector on a spatial drer of f isquency and it can beobtained by quadrature demodulation of the video signal when the detector Is read-out.

We have demonstrated that ADD's which are 1-D spatial light modulators can be moed to represent
2-D Imags I an optical processor by raster scann the Images and applying the video signal to the
ADD. The use of a puleed light source In the system isolates ea.ch raster line from the rest. A

1.4o

t4
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Real Time Computation of Moments with Acousto-optics

* Kelvin Wagner and Demetri Psaltls

Department of Electrical Engineering
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, CA 91125

Abstract

The separable nature of the geometric moment generating functions and the serial raster
encoding of the image permits the 2-dimensional moment integral equation to be computed with
a cascaded system of 1-dimensional integrations. Zn this paper new optical processing
architectures are presented that use acousto-optic devices illuminated by pulsed sources to
enter the data into the optical system. The advanced state of the art of the components
used and the flexibility of these architectures can lead to the implementation of practical
optical processing system for computing the moments of a real time high resolution image.

Introduction

Given a finite image intensity distribution f(xy) over an aperture A, the p,qth
geometric moment m I of order p+q is given by the moment integral equation

A 3 M - fI xp Yq f(xy) ddy. (1)

The value of these geometric moments are sensitive to the position, scale, rotation and
contrast of the image. Appropriate nonl4nea Go~bnations of moments can be made invariant
to all of these intraclass variations. # , These moment invariants may have
applications in pattern recognition as a low dimensionality feature space for image classi-
fication4 and in coding the essential features of an image . Alternatively the moments can
be used to normalize an image7 so that intraclass variations are minimized, so that standard

* pattern recognition techniques such as template matching can be applied successfully. The
zeroth order moment gives 1he average of f(xy). The first order moments locate the image
centroid i - mlo/uoL. P - ol/he. The central moments a are defined with the centroid as
the origin and are invariant to translations of the image

11 M - ff(x-;)P (y-j)q f(xy) ddy
A

are- (2)

Rotation and scale invariant moments of order (pq) can be defined in terms of the ordinary
t• Ira

0C B ~ s m s 
9-12

Coherent optical processors have been proposed to compute the moments - using 2-
dimensional spatial light modulators (SLM) for real time operation. The separable nature
of the geometric moment generating functions and serial raster encoding of the image allows
the decomposition of the moment integral into cascaded 1-dimensional integrations. New
architect-ires are presented that use 1-dimensional acousto-optic (MOD) spatial light modu-
lators t enter the data into the optical system. In the first architecture the separable
momentgenerating functionn are entered through the AOD's, which allows flexibility in the
choice of generating functions, and accuracy of their representation. Alternatively the
moment generating functions can be written on film or used to modulate the optical source
and the raster recorded image is entered into the optical system through the AOD. The large
Oynamic zange and rapid programability of acousto-optic devices can allow the implements-
ion of practical real time optical computers for the generation of the geometric moments of
an Image.

*p Space Zntearating Processor

Film based coherent optical processors have been proposed 9-12 for computing the
geometric moments of an image using th; 2-D spatial integration performed by a spherical
Fourier transform (FT) lens. TeagSeg method requires multiple differentiation of the FT
of the Image. The other methods Involve the spatial integration of the product of the

" " ,. ."". "" "" .t' ' .e ". -".-". -- .. - .- • . " -". . . .. .-. -- • - - : ..
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image f(xy) and the moment generating function g (xy) a xp yq. Spatial frequency
multiplexing of the generating functions in a com~jter generated hologram can be used to
compute all the desired moments In parallel at separate locations in the frequency plane.

Since the geometric moment generating function xp yq Is separable in cartesian
coordinates, we can replace the moment mask of Ref. 10,1 with a pair of crossed acousto-
optic deflectors (AOD) schlieren imaged onto the image film as shown in Fig. 1. This Is
similar to a triple product processor architecturel7 , except that the continuously modulated

source is now pulsed. If the pulse width Is less than the inverse bandwidth of the signals
in the AODs, then it will act an a delta function In time and freeze the image of the
moment generating function when It illuminates the input image. The functions t" and tq

are synchronously applied to the KODs as amplitude modulations to an RF carrier at the
center frequency of the AOD

2 ifT
S "S I (t) -

p  j

S2q (t) _ q 2 (3)

For odd powers there Is a charge of sign at t-o that is represented with a 1900 phase

change. This will lead to destructive interference at the integrated output which can be
interferometrically detected. When these signals simultaneously slide to the centers of
the AODs the laser diode (LD) is pulsed, collimated, and focused into a horizontal strip
that enters AODl at the Bragg angle. The diffracted light is collimated in y and Fourier
transformed in to produce a vertical strip that illuminates AOD2 at its Bragg angle. both
undiffracted components are filtered, and the doubly diffracted light is expanded in x to
a square so that AODl is imaged onto f(x,y) in the -x direction and ADD2 is imaged onto
f(xy) in the -y direction. The light amplitude incident on the image is similar to an
Outer product and is modulated by

Z (x.y,t) 8 6(t)S1 p (x4vt) 3 2, (y4vt)

- (t) S2p (x) S q(Y) (4)

This is multiplied by the image transmittivity, f(x,y), and the product is Fourier trans-
formed by the integrating lens. This transform can be sampled at its center or integrated
over its whole extent to yield an interferometrically detected signal proportional to the
desired moment.

-'f ffp fff x,
mpq -ffSp(X) S2q(Y) f(x,y) ddyf(x,y) dxdy. (5)

A A

All the desired moments could be computed successively with high accuracy and dynamic range
on a single detector pair very rapidly. For an AOD with a 20psec aperture time moments
through the tenth order could be computed In .Smsec. This would allow many differently
windowed sets of moments to be computed during each frame time of available 2-D spatial
light modulators. Alternatively the moments could be computed simultaneously with lower
dynamic range in a few microseconds by using temporal frequency multiplexing of the moment
generating functions. This is shown in Figure 2. In this cai the following signals are
applied to the two AOD's of the system.

--(t) - z e j2(f phf)t

, rqo0
53 Ct) I tq e1~ (fo*qAf)t *(6)

quo

where Af is the frequency separation of the frequency multiplexed moment generating fuctions.
For an Image bandwidth B [cy/mm] and acoustic velocity v, the different moments would be
spatially separated in the output plane if Af/v> 3, and therefore could be sampled by an
appropriately arranged array of detectors.

The versatility of this system allows the direct optical computation of the central
"mment q Instead of the geometric moments mpq . First the centroid Is located in each
dimension separately by finding the oth and lt order moments and using - lo/m.o,

_I

--------------------------------------
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- mol/moo, or by operating the source CW, and locating the zero crossing of the detector's

temporal output as the generating functions for mo, or m, slide through the Bragg cells.

* To compute the central moments directly the moment generating functions are Input to AOD1
and AOD2 with a relative delay 1d M - 2 - i/v - y/v and the LD is pulsed at t-ri. This

aligns the origin of the moment generating functions with the image controid, and the
spatially integrated outputs compute the central moments V pq. This architecture also

allows the windowing of the region for which the moments are being computed by simply
windowing the electronic signals S (t) and S(t), this would allow a rapid search for the
appropriate window within f ixty) t be made Fnder computer control.

Space and Time Integrating Architecture

The performance of the space integrating moment processor could be limited by the 2-D
spatial light modulator (SLM) required for real time operation. In many applications the
image is available to the optical processor in the form of a serial raster signal. In this
case, the 2-D image f(x,y) can be entered into the optical processor one line at a time
through a 1-D SLM such as an acousto-optic device (AOD) 13,14. The raster scanned repro-

* sentation of a continuous Image f(xy) is denoted by f(x,nhy) where n is an integer and by
is the separation between the raster lines. The moments can be calculated from the sampled
image by replacing the integration over y in Eq. (1) with a summation over n

N
I (nay)qf 3 p f(xby) dx. (7)np- m-l I xy 7

* This formation suggest a hybird space and time integrating systeml6 ,15 '13 as shown in Fig.

3. The video raster lines are sequentially applied to an AOD operated in the intensity
modulation regime and oriented in the x direction, as an amplitude modulation of an RF
carrier at the center frequency of the piezoelectric transducer. The AOD is illuminated by
the collimated light emitted from a closely spaced array of 0+1 pulsed modulated laser
diodes (LD). If all the LD's emit light at the same wavelength then the spatial frequency
multiplexed light incident on the AOD must be within its Bragg angular aperture. Alterna-
tively, the momentum mismatch can be compensated by varying the wavelength in the LD array,

*so that the light from each LD is incident on the AOD at the Bragg angle for that wavelength.
When the nth video raster line completely fills the AOD aperture, the entire LD array is
synchronously pulsed with a pulse width short enough to freeze the image of the raster line
within the AOD. The intensity modulation of the qth LD is given by

IVt) - (n q + bias) 6(t - DT),
( -a (3)

where T is the video line time and the bias may be needed to represent the bipolar odd
moment generating functions. The bias is not necessary for the even moments and spatial
multiplexing can be used rather than bias to represent the bipolar odd moments. The light
diffracted by the AOD is expanded and collimated in y and schlieren imaged in x, so the
intensity incident on P3 from the qth LD during the nth raster line is

0 3 (x~t) m (t) f(t- E, nay) _ n q 6(t-nT) f(x, n~y). (9)

0xt)-Iq v v b) 9

At plane P3 a mask is placed containing the intensity transmittance variations x
p at

different y coordinatess

tp-,y) Z I X rect r py . (10)

The light leaving P3 (modulated by the product of the incident intensity and the mask trans-

mittance), is theb imaged in the y dimension end integrated in the x direction onto the plane
At the output plane there are (0+1) columns of (P+I) detectors each. Each LD, is

Smaged onto a separate column and to avoid crosstalk the columns must be separated by
A3lFv/B, where 7 is the focal length of the integrating lens, v Is the acoustic velocity and
3 Is the video bandwidth. If the detector is wide enough to collect all the light from its
associated laser diode then the detected signal on the p,qth detector during the nth pulse
will be proportional to

-o o... . - ,. -
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-p ( "n) ~ 1(t)f 03 (Xt) ZIP as at - qf(E. MAY) xp as. (11)

Sif :the detector In time integrated for a full video frame the output of the p.qth detector

.pq - J q(t)J 03 (xtt) Z
p dx at

10 fUo

I~ nq f E. DA)dxI (12)

which is proportional to the desired moment calculation. All (P+1) x (0.1) moments are
o.mputed in parallel on a 2-dimensional array of detectors.

An alternative topology of the optical processor Is obtained by spatially multiplexing
the LDs in the y direction as shown in Fig. 4. This elliminates the problem of Bragg angle
nismatch previously encountered, and allows all the moments to be detected on a single
linear detector array, without crosstalk. The mask must be repeated once for each laser
Uode for this architecture and its intensity transmittance is given by

t(x"y)- Z rect __Y_"__o (13)
qua t p YO

unother useful feature of this architecute is its extension to bipolar processing as shown
in Fig. 5. For odd q two laser diodes can be spatially multiplexed in the x direction, one
represents the positive and the other the negative portions of the moment generating
function. Similarly for odd p two rows of the mask are used to represent the positive and
negative portions of this half of the moment generating function. Two linear time integra-
ting detector arrays are used to detect the four cross products. The outputs are electron-
ically added and subtracted to yield the calculated bipolar moment.

viscussion

%", In optical analog computers of this type errors and noise can enter into the calcula-
tion for many reasons. These include noise in the modulated laser diode sources* non-
tinearities in the acousto-optic Bragg cell, quantization errors and film nonlinearities of
he computer generated masks, optical aberrations, coherent noise and detector noise.
,areful optical and electronic design can minimize most of these effects, and in practice
the output detector array Is a major factor that limits the accuracy of an optical computer.
ypical charge coupled device 4CCD? detector arrays have an output SNR of 1000:1, which
allows a digitization of the optically computed geometric moments to a resolution of 10 bits.
A digital post processor can then combine the geometrical moments to produce the invariants
and perform a pattern classification based on the invariant feature space. The geometrical
•. ment optical preprocessor takes the bulk of the computational load away from the digital
-o mputer, however some accuracy is sacrificed.

he separable moment generating function p Is positive definite for even powers p,
and an incoherent unipolar Intensity representation can be used. For odd powers p, the
moment generating functions become bipolar. Therefore the capability to represent bipolar
quantities must be incorporated in the optical processor. If coherent light Is used the
"isncllation needed for odd moment powers can be performed in the space integrating
?rocessors by destructive Interference and interferometric detection. Nowever in the time
integrating architectures the processing is performed by integrating photogenerated charge
on the detector, which Is proportional to the number of incident photons or the intensity
.tnd therefore strictly positive. Bipolar operations can be performed by placing the odd
moment generating functions on a bias. This in turn places a bias on the detector thereby
decreasing the available dynamic range of the computed moments. Alternatively the positive

9
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and negative halves of the separable odd moment generating functions can be represented
In separate channels of the processor. The crossproduct terms must be electronically
combined with the appropriate sign when the detector is read out in order to produce an
estimate of the bipolar moment. The achievable accuracy and dynamic range of this bipolar
estimate will be limited by the requirement that none of the detectors saturate, and that
the variances of the noise will add. The possibility of a special purpose directly coupled
detector structures to perform the continuous subtraction needed for Incoherent bipolar
optical processing merits further research.

. conclusions

In conclusion we have proposed several optical computing architectures for calculating
the geometrical moments of Images In real time. The space integrating processor requires

* 'a 2-D SIN to represent the Image, but has the flexibility of electronic control of the
separable moment generating function. With this processor the moments can be calculated
sequentially at a rapid rate with high accuracy. The time and space integrating architec-
tures are not as flexible since the moment generating functions are fixed by the computer
generated masks. However since acousto-optLc devices are used to enter the raster video
data into the optical processing system, the need for a real time 2-D SLN is avoided.
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Figure 3a0 Tim and space Integrating Figure 3b. Top view and operation of
moment, processor with horizontal the processor.
spatial multiplexing of modulated
pulsed loser diodes and acousto-
optic entry of video raster data.
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]grge 4. Time and space Integrating moment processor
with vertical spatial multiplexing of the
laser diode array.
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• Figure S. Dipolar representation of the odd moment
generating function In the processor of Figure 4,
by horizontal multiplexing of the sources and
vertical multiplexing in the mask.
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